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The project aimed to understand the experiences of cancer patients
specifically those undergoing intravenous chemotherapy treatment
to aid the redesign the infusion chair to improve these experiences.
Chemotherapy is a systemic type of cancer treatment which can
treat cancer cells almost anywhere in the body by using the patient’s
1
bloodstream. Due to the nature of cancer, any cell type can become
cancerous and consequently there is no definitive approach to cure all
types of cancer. Chemotherapy is a regimen of drugs tailored to treat
each patients whole body to helps fight the growth and spread of the
cancerous malignant tumours. These drugs are unable to differentiate
between a normal and mutated cell and cause the various side effects
we all know of when we think of the word ‘cancer’ or ‘chemo’. The most
common form of administrating chemotherapy is intravenously, where
chemotherapy treatment can last anywhere from 15 minutes to over 8
2
hours. Chemotherapy is form of cancer treatment however, it has various
side effects which can affect people in different ways. Because of this, the
emotional experience of chemotherapy patients can differ between every
patient depending on their situation.
Through the immersive research design practice and emotional journey
taken, a clear understanding of the aesthetic and emotional landscape
was achieved, ultimately exposing problem areas within the areas of
performance, engineering, and aesthetics of the oncology ecosystem.
The performance, engineering, and aesthetics of experience of products
contribute to good healthcare design and the fundamental elements to
3
bringing user experience to healthcare improvement. The prevailing
paradigm within medicine on cost efficiency for medical outcomes hinders
progress and change of aesthetic experiences within healthcare as the
profession has traditionally focused on performance and engineering
to achieve curative outcomes. This research focused on exploring the
relationship between aesthetics and emotion, and where the value of
design sat within the healthcare continuum. However, the immersive design
practice used to complete this research has not only helped gain great
insight into the chemotherapy experience, an understanding of the current
aesthetics and emotions at play, but helped establish the foundation for the
research by exposing the motivations of healthcare practitioners, healthcare
designers, and my personal design ethos, the phenomena of care.
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Dear reader,
My name is Antonio. Like many males growing up in New Zealand, I seem
to have fallen under the guise of a ‘bloke’ who is often less comfortable
communicating or conversing on the emotional plane. I think that this
is not the case. Not mine at least. I often find myself filled with intense
resonant emotion.
Seeing the different faces of the people in Auckland city hospital, their
expressions, mannerisms, their interactions, fill me with emotion and feeling
I can only start to imagine what these people are going through. In that
sense, this ability may be my greatest flaw, and my greatest strength as a
designer. I cannot help but reimagine another person’s experience as my
own, exploring every detail of how it would affect myself, my loved ones
and the repercussions of the experience, which gives me a great sense of
what someone else is feeling. This can however come at the cost of my
emotional wellbeing.
I’ve had the great fortune of having a healthy family and healthy friends,
none of whom have cancer. So I went into the project quite blind, but also
without any preconceived notions. Initially I had a rough idea of what cancer
is and how horrible it could be but this year showed me in great depth what
the experience truly meant for many of the patients and their loved ones.
As soon as I started this research, the great fortune of health I thought I
had, diminished. People I knew, friends of friends, partners of family, family
friends, all have some tie to the truly malignant and uninvited experience of
cancer.
My emotional sensitivity was reinforced by the connections and bonds I
found I already had as well as the ones I made throughout my research
journey. These people have been forced into this abject lifestyle we call
cancer. The incredible people who are fighting the good fight for health,
have brought me to tears, brought me joy, taken me with them through
their emotional experience. I can’t help but feel inspired, and driven to do
something that endeavours to help make their experience a little bit better.
I truly hope that one day my work in the design profession is able to do this.
I hope you enjoy reading my thesis,
Antonio Wan
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Previous Experience

Auckland Regional Blood and Cancer Service

Prior to this research, I completed my Undergraduate Degree, and Honours
year at AUT. My Honours research surrounded the bathing experience of
neonatal babies within Auckland City Hospitals Neonatal Intensive Care Unit
(NICU). I carried out research to understand the functional and emotional
needs of the parents during the emotionally stressful time in the NICU.
This research identified the bathing processes was a touchpoint within
the experience which tells parents their baby is able to breath, feed, and
hold their own temperature without the aid of NICU technologies. The
outcome of this research was a redesigned baby bath. The design met the
clinical, functional and the emotional needs of the experience. Learning and
understanding the emotional experiences made me feel a sense of duty to
carry out the project for ‘The little ones’.

This research is located within Auckland City Hospital’s Regional Blood and
Cancer Service. Architects from Silver Thomas Hanley were undertaking a
larger design project to improve the oncology environment. They identified
the need for a better experience and chemotherapy seating solution.
However, there was limited internal recognition of design failures within
existing infusion chairs. The Design for Health and Wellbeing Lab (DHW
Lab) was then approached with the project to redesign the chemotherapy
treatment chair. The existing design had functionality, systemic, procedural,
and maintenance issues which effected the patient experience during
chemotherapy in a potentially negative way.
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4

There is concern over existing chemotherapy chair design within Auckland
District Health Board’s (ADHB) Regional Blood and Cancer Service. It was
suspected that the existing design had problems with its performance,
engineering, and aesthetics of experience however there was limited
recognition around these problems. These areas are the key factors
that make good healthcare product design and should be addressed to
4
improve the patient experience. Despite the aim of healthcare system to
provide care, effective delivery of care is sometimes compromised by the
complexities of the system, which distance it from the people it is meant to
5
serve. This research was an opportunity to consider the role of aesthetics
and function of healthcare designs might play in improving patient
experiences in these emotionally charged environment.

Ibid.

5 Peter H Jones, Design for Care
(Rosenfeld Media, 2013).
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13 Paul B Hofmann, Frankie Perry,
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Ibid.

15

Jones, Design for Care.
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care interior design 3, no. 1 (1991).
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Over the last two million years, humans have evolved the motivation and
6
emotional capacity for affiliative, caring and altruistic behaviour. Our ability
to interact and form relationships is often associated with the phenomenon
7
of care. In the context of this research, ‘caring’ is a mode of human
8
nature which extends from the shared feeling for the human experience.
The essence of caring in healthcare is described as the adopted moral
orientation for relationships between healthcare practitioners and
9
the patients they are caring for. It can be defined as the provision of
necessities for the health or protection of an individual, however ‘care’
also encompasses love and attentiveness towards, grief and concern for
10
others. Because of this, the notion of care is considered a fundamental
characteristic of human nature as people have a desire to care and be cared
11
for.
In healthcare, practitioners are guided by the moral orientation of care,
however the meaning of care sometimes places the focus on treatment
12
process at the expense of patient’s emotional needs and experiences. The
traditionally bureaucratic processes guiding decision-making in healthcare
organizations can put pressure on medical staff to deliver curative
13
outcomes. These pressures may be at odds with the intrinsic motivations
of medical staffs to be emotionally attentive even though organizations and
14
clinicians share the common goal of providing ‘care’. This characteristic of
healthcare (treatment over care) has set a baseline for patient expectations
regarding their healthcare experience. This is because we project concern
and hope into a shared future, and hold both memory and expectation for
15
the cared for. Design for healthcare reflects a similar trend. Products,
services and facilities designed for healthcare traditionally emphasize the
delivery of measurable treatment outcomes but are often emotionally ‘hard’
16
or ‘uncaring’. Designs that are unsuited to the needs of patients, visitors
and clinicians may fail to deliver the intended outcomes and sometimes
17
even contribute to negative or traumatic experiences.
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I m p r o v i n g t h e Ex p e r i e n c e
Hea l th c are a n d A es th et ic s

The State of Healthcare Aesthetic
18 Emma Tumilty, Simon Walker, and
Steve Tumilty, “Tainting by Numbers–How
the Disadvantaged Become Invisible
within Evidence-Based Medicine,”
Physical Therapy Reviews 19, no. 5 (2014).
19 Jonathan Belsey and Tony Snell,
What Is Evidence-Based Medicine?
(publisher not identified, 2009).
20 Tumilty, Walker, and Tumilty,
“Tainting by Numbers–How the
Disadvantaged Become Invisible within
Evidence-Based Medicine.”
21 Belsey and Snell, What Is EvidenceBased Medicine?
22 Philip Remedios, “Idsa
Announcement,” accessed 7 july, 2016.
http://www.blackhagendesign.com/16592/.
23 Ibid.
24 Tim Parsons, Thinking: Objects:
Contemporary Approaches to Product
Design (AVA publishing, 2009).
25 Remedios, “Idsa Announcement.”
26 Belsey and Snell, What Is EvidenceBased Medicine?

Evidence-Based Medicine (EMB) is the key criterion for decision making in
18
healthcare. EBM is the process of systematically reviewing the strength
and weight of scientific evidence on clinical practice in order to deliver the
optimum care to patients based on clinical effectiveness, cost effectiveness
and patient health benefit when allocating resources across healthcare
19
organizations.
EMB was originally proposed as a framework to help
make objective and fair equitable decisions regarding a patients treatment
and provide a basis to cease use of ineffective treatment or surrounding
20
artefacts.
EBM has provided a decision-making system that healthcare management
21
executives have relied on since it was established in the 1940’s.
The
use of EBM has helped cultivate an aesthetic style intrinsic to the medical
profession that is dominated by values such as, clinical, optimal, and
22
functional.
The potential of design in the medical profession has often
been misunderstood by executive management and engineering thus
relegating design as the final touches to a products development, rounding
23
off edges and adding stripes or colour.
As such, design is valued as
an “optional extra – the icing on the cake rather than, as it should be an
24
ingredient that permeates the whole cake”. This is because executive
management has historically (and appropriately) focused on technology,
25
safety and efficacy which is critical to delivering optimum healthcare.
The
rise of EBM meant that decisions on delivery and provision of healthcare are
increasingly driven by evidence of clinical efficacy, cost-effectiveness and
26
systematic assessment of health outcomes.

Due to the constant pressure to efficiently perform treatment procedures,
medical product’s live among life, health and death affairs and the design
of medical products can go beyond pure function. Today, the framework
of EBM in healthcare and the design of medical products have cultivated a
27
visual culture, which easily identifies as clinical or sterile.
Clinical aesthetics aggregates the myriad of medication and applications
whilst complying to the processes, regulations, collateral, architecture,
vehicles, and other materials of hospitals and other healthcare
28
corporations.
This supported the development of values distilled within
healthcare as sterile, vague ‘scientific’, hierarchy and an authority that seems
29
to say ‘trust us, we know what we are doing.
This has created design
inconsistency and products that are engineered with safety and reliability
in mind. These products often negate the final criterion of ‘good design’,
30
“the aesthetics of experience”.
This makes good experiences within
healthcare uncommon because there is lack of human centred designed
31
experiences to drive innovation as costs continually rise.
The ‘aesthetics of experience’ refers to how the whole interaction of the
32
product or service feels or is experienced.
Fulfilling the first two criteria
of good design in healthcare, functionality and engineering, seem to
appease more the systematic infrastructure of healthcare rather than good
experiences. This is supported by how healthcare often considers the end
users of the hospital environment and products to be the clinician, not
33
the patient. If healthcare places such emphasis on procedural efficiency
and are dominated by curative measurable outcomes, where “patients
are numbers, digital readouts, and test results”, how does the voice of the
34
patient come into play to create cohesive “good design?

Emotional Dissonance of Healthcare
Healthcare has always honoured the intrinsic obligation of a charitable
institution which provides quality healthcare by the professions best
knowledge. The institutions current solution to aesthetics within healthcare
environments does not meet the shifting baseline expectations for quality
35
healthcare and a ‘good experience’.
The time spent in hospital for
patients, family, friends, or staff can be traumatic, yet the current measures
of quality healthcare, look to the immediate medical results rather than
36
the patient experience for assurance and assessment of quality.
This
industry wide mind-set displays a gap in the advocacy of quality patient
experiences, which can be supported by fulfilling the last criteria of good
design. By bringing the voice of the end user, in this case the patient, into
the design process the aesthetic of experience can be integrated into the
37
This defines the
design of products to improve the quality of health care.
foundation for this research to explore an ‘appropriate aesthetic’ to salve
the negative experience of being in hospital.
Discovering and developing a suitable aesthetic in medical equipment or
products for hospital environments requires a deeper understanding of
product semantics and semiotics due to the wide spectrum of emotions
38
patients experience throughout the continuum of care.
A few emotions
associated with hospital treatment might include: “hope, despair,
encouragement, confusion, fear, satisfaction, anger, disappointment,

27 Jeremy R Owen Deborah Williams,
“Visual Language and Health-Care,”
Creative Review 35, no. 4 (April 2015
2015), accessed 8 July 2016, http://
eds.a.ebscohost.com.ezproxy.aut.ac.nz/
eds/detail/detail?sid=8b2d73b3-c1ec4f12-9511-73179aedeaba%40sessionmgr
4003&vid=0&hid=4102&bdata=JnNpdG
U9ZWRzLWxpdmUmc2NvcGU9c2l0ZQ%3
d%3d#db=vth&AN=102146661.
28 Ibid.
29 Ibid.
30 Bate and Robert, Bringing User
Experience to Healthcare Improvement:
The Concepts, Methods and Practices of
Experience-Based Design.
31 Joyce Lee, “Why Is Health Care
Design So Terrible?”, 2016, accessed
17 September 2016, https://www.
fastcodesign.com/3062815/why-ishealthcare-design-so-terrible.
32 Bate and Robert, Bringing User
Experience to Healthcare Improvement:
The Concepts, Methods and Practices of
Experience-Based Design.
33 Deborah Williams, “Visual Language
and Health-Care.”
34 Donald A Norman, Living with
Complexity (MIT press, 2010); ibid.

39 Ibid.
40 Nadal Marcos, “Helpful Hospital
Aesthetics,” accessed 7 july 2016, 2016.
https://neuroaesthetics.net/2012/07/17/
helpful-hospital-aesthetics/.
41 Ibid.
42 Remedios, “Idsa Announcement.”
43 John Milanski, Product Semantics
(http://trex.id.iit.edu/~milanski/fun/cubes/
cubes.html: unknown).
44 Collins Dictionairy, accessed
24/07/16, http://www.collinsdictionary.
com/dictionary/english/.
45 Sara Ilstedt Hjelm, Semiotics in
Product Design (Citeseer, 2002).
46 Ibid.
47 Milanski, “Product
Semantics.”;Jennifer Robison, “What
Is the “Patient Experience”?,” (30
September 2010 2010), accessed 7
July 2016, http://www.gallup.com/
businessjournal/143258/patientexperience.aspx.

39

safety, loneliness, anxiety, support, depression, relief”.
These emotional
responses are a result of the day-to-day happenings within hospitals for
patients and families. In recent years however, there has been a shift
towards ‘helpful hospital aesthetics’ to try and relax this emotionally
40
charged environment.
The notion of ‘helpful hospital aesthetics’
encourages a positive outlook on the hospital experience by creating an
environment that induces a sense of wellness.

23

Improving the patient experience may involve the use of positive distraction
41
techniques, such as artwork. The meaning of a medical aesthetic can
42
convey a more visceral message through product semantics and semiotics.
Product semantics in the context of this research relates to understanding
and researching the form of medical equipment/products on a deeper level
than a products physical property (e.g. function, colour and finishes), and
instead looks at the illusive ‘subliminal message’ that the product’s physical
form conveys. Understanding product semantics instead of mere styling
can help purposefully use shape, texture, materials and colour to convey a
43
specific meaning and create a positive experience.
Semiotics is the study of “signs and symbols, especially the relations
between written or spoken signs and their referents in the physical world
44
or the world of ideas”.
Semiotics in context of product design concerns
the “complex interplay between meaning and form” of products to inform
the evaluation and validation of a product’s identity, metaphors and visibility
45
within the physical world and world of ideas. Semiotics in design can
be understood simply by understanding the signifier-signified concept
where the signifier is a physical form of an object or an aesthetic, and the
46
signified is the content, the meaning we make out of what we experience.
Semantics can be used in place of “mere style” to create products that are
47
intuitive and engaging and thus create better patient experiences.

35 Bate and Robert, Bringing User
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The Concepts, Methods and Practices of
Experience-Based Design.
36 C Montoya-Aguilar, Milton Irwin
Roemer, and World Health Organization,
“Quality Assessment and Assurance in
Primary Health Care,” (1988).
37 Stephen Reay et al., “Designing
the Future of Healthcare Together:
Prototyping a Hospital Co-Design Space,”
CoDesign (2016).;Justin W. Cook Bryan
Boyer, “Creating New Opportunities and
Exposing Hidden Risks in the Healthcare
Ecosystem,” (22 - 04 - 2010 2010);
Parsons, Thinking: Objects: Contemporary
Approaches to Product Design.
38 Doug Della Pietra, “Make
Emotional Connections for Better
Patient Experiences,” accessed 7 july,
2016. http://www.fiercehealthcare.com/
hospitals/make-emotional-connectionsfor-better-patient-experiences.
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Cancer
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Carers,” JW Sweetenham & CJ Williams
(1997). Supportive Care of the Cancer
Patient (1997).
49 Neil Lothian, “Facing up to
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of Cancer” (Master, Auckland University of
Technology, 2002), accessed 25/07/16.
50 Ibid.
51 Ministry of Health – Manatū Hauora,
Cancer, 11 january 2016 ed. (2016).
52 Ibid.
53 Chemotherapy and Biotherapy
Gudielines and Recommendations for
Practice (Oncology Nursing Society,
2014).
54 Annenberg Learner, Cell Biology
and Cancer (2016).
55 Ibid.
56 Chemotherapy and Biotherapy
Gudielines and Recommendations for
Practice.
57 American Cancer Society, “The
History of Cancer,” (2014), accessed
27/07/16.
58 Mayo Foundation for Medical
Education and Research, “Diseases and
Condidtions - Cancer,” (2015), http://
www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/
cancer/basics/causes/con-20032378.
59 American Cancer Society,
“Development of Modern Knowledge
About Cancer Causes,” (2014), accessed
25/07/16, http://www.cancer.org/cancer/
cancerbasics/thehistoryofcancer/thehistory-of-cancer-modern-knowledge-andcancer-causes.
60 NIH - National Cancer Institute,
“What Is Cancer?,” (09/02/15 2015),
accessed 27/07/16, http://www.cancer.
gov/about-cancer/understanding/whatis-cancer.
61 National Institutes of Health (US),
Understanding Cancer (2007).

To be diagnosed with cancer can be seen as the standardized nightmare
48
of today’s society. For many, cancer or the diagnosis of the disease is
frightening in nightmarish proportions and is often perceived as the most
49
frightening and serious of all diseases. For many of those diagnosed, it
can be seen as a painful, torturous, death sentence for which treatment is
50
a means of prolongation of life instead of the possibility of cure.
Today,
cancer diagnoses are growing in New Zealanders as the population ages.
51
Cancer is the single largest cause of death in New Zealand. It is estimated
that one in every three people who are effected by cancer in New Zealand
are cured or have their life expectancy extended due to more effective
52
treatments.
The human body is made up of millions of cells that grow and renew in
53
a controlled manner. These cells are made up of approximately 35,000
54
genes, of which only a small portion are associated with cancer.
Of this
small portion there are three understood types of genes susceptible to
mutation that can cause cancer, proto-oncogenes, tumour suppressors,
55
and DNA repair genes.
Ordinarily, these genes maintain control over the
growth, repair, or renewal of cells throughout the body, however sometimes
56
the regulation of cell growth and renewal is lost. Consequently, cancer
is a disease of the body’s cells, where the cells regulatory genes mutate
due to external influence (carcinogens). This can cause transcription error
during cell division, which leads to unchecked proliferation and ultimately
57
tumours. These mutations are often caused by carcinogenic (chemicals
or radiation), or inherited defective DNA, The DNA within cells determines
58
a cells function, growth and renewal.
The damage caused by chemicals
and radiation to cells or the introduction of new DNA sequences often lead
59
to the development of cancer.
The big difference between normal tissues
and cancer is that the normal tissues will mature into distinct cell types with
specific functions, whereas cancer cells develop into less specialized cells
60
which continue to divide without regulation or control, becoming invasive.
This can happen to any cell or cell type, which is why there are so many
61
forms of cancer, and a single treatment to cure them all is not feasible.
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Chemotherapy
There are several types of treatment for cancer. The most common
treatments are surgery, hormone therapy, targeted therapy, immunotherapy,
62
radiation therapy, and chemotherapy. Cancer treatment depends on
the type of cancer and what stage the cancer has reached because every
person’s diagnosis is different. Every treatment regimen is different
63
and sometimes a combination of treatment methods are employed.
Chemotherapy typically is used in the later stages of cancer (3 or 4) where
cancerous cells have vastly proliferated. In this case chemotherapy is often
most appropriate as it treats the whole body.
Chemotherapy is a process where anti-cancer drugs are injected into a
patient’s body to kill cancerous cells whilst trying to do the least possible
64
harm to healthy cells.
However this approach to cancer treatment
means the drugs can also effect healthy cells, causing side-effects. These
side-effects include changes to bone marrow, infections or fever, fatigue,
nausea, lack of appetite, weight gain, hair loss, sore or dry mouth or throat,
numbness and tingling, itchy skin or other skin problems, bowel problems,
forgetfulness and concentration problems (otherwise known as chemo65
brain).
As such patients often associate these side effects with cancer
instead of the chemotherapy treatment. These side effects often result in
severe emotional reactions and have a high psychological effect on cancer
patient’s emotional wellbeing, as the treatment begins to change the
patient’s day to day life.

62 Society, “The History of Cancer.”
63 NIH - National Cancer Institute,
“Types of Treatment,” (29/04/15 2015),
accessed 27/07/16, http://www.cancer.
gov/about-cancer/treatment/types.
64 Cancer Society NZ,
“Chemotherapy”, 2017, accessed
13 February 2017, https://aucklandnorthland.cancernz.org.nz/en/cancerinformation/cancer-types/lung-cancer/
chemotherapy/.
65 Ibid.
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The Chemotherapy Experience
66 Wang et al., “Cancer Treatment
Environments: From Pre-Design Research
to Post-Occupancy Evaluation.”
67 Cancer Society NZ, “Coping with
Waiting”, 2017, accessed 13 February
2017, https://auckland-northland.
cancernz.org.nz/en/cancer-information/
living-with-cancer/coping-with-waiting/.
68 Ibid.; Wang et al., “Cancer
Treatment Environments: From Pre-Design
Research to Post-Occupancy Evaluation.”
69 NZ, “Coping with Waiting.”
70 Cancer Society NZ, “Emotions and
Cancer“, 2017, accessed 12 February
2017, https://auckland-northland.
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72 Lea Ed Baider, Cary L Cooper, and
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Family (John Wiley & Sons, 1996).
73 National Cancer Institute, “Changes
for Family”, 2014, accessed 13 February
2017, https://www.cancer.gov/aboutcancer/coping/adjusting-to-cancer/
changes-for-family.
74 ibid.
75 Collins Dictionairy.
76 Sally Wehmeier and Albert Sydney
Hornby, Oxford Advanced Learner’s
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Oxford, 2000).
77 Ibid.

In the context of this research, intravenous chemotherapy experience was
the main focus as it is the main form of chemotherapy treatment delivery
which surrounds the use of the current infusion chair in Auckland City
Hospital’s Oncology Day-Stay. An intravenous chemotherapy session
can last anywhere between 15 minutes to over 8 hours excluding any
66
administrative time.
Chemotherapy is a time consuming process that
is surrounded by considerable periods of long waiting. Patients may
find themselves waiting for their results on blood tests, appointments,
67
treatments all with the uncertainty of your condition improving.
This
constant uncertainty and anxiety of waiting as a chemotherapy patient can
be physically, mentally and emotionally exhausting, most often making
patients feel like they have no control over your own life especially when
68
they can’t do anything about it.
It’s just a part of the process because
diagnosis, treatment, results, testing, analysis, all take time, sometimes
69
several days or weeks.
This coupled with the emotional effects of cancer
which can cause patients to feel a range of strong emotions like fear, anger,
70
denial, sadness, guilt, loneliness, uncertainty and hope.
Chemotherapy treatment directly effects the patient, that in itself can
71
make the patient feel isolated, burdening and helpless. However the
overall chemotherapy experience can transcend through the patients loved
ones, family and friends as they have to adapt and cope with the life cycle
72
changes. Patients and their loved ones both have to adjust to the new
73
situation.
Patients have to adapt to cancer, changing daily routines,
financial stresses, family dynamic are all things synonymous with the cancer
74
experience. Chemo- indicates the involvement of chemical processes or
75
76
reactions. Therapy, is the treatment of physical problem or illnesses.
Put together, chemotherapy should be a measure of treatment carried
77
out to cure cancer, or to make someone feel better.
From the medical
perspective, the efficacy of chemotherapy is curative in that it attacks the
cancerous cells. However, the side effects on the patient are emotionally
and physically dominating aspects of the experience which are more often
synonymous with the term ‘chemotherapy’ than the curative process itself.
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In ter v en t io n
D e s i g n f o r Ca r e

Design Intervention
Located within Auckland City Hospital’s main building, the DHW Lab is a
collaborative space which focused on improving healthcare experiences
78
with patients, families and staff creating human centred designs. Human
centred design (HCD) encourages collaboration, empathy, creativity and
prototyping with hospital users and presents an opportunity to transform
79
the value of design at the front line of healthcare practices.
This research
is representative of this transformation and the HCD approach prioritized
the betterment of health experiences. Design intervention lies with the
aesthetics of experience, which currently conveys a sterile, engineered and
functional experience that did not meet the emotional needs of patients in
oncology. The opportunity was to work with medical experts, patients and
their support people to improve the aesthetic experiences through designs
that communicate care and support.

Project Aims
78 DHWlab, “Dhw Lab - About,”
(accessed 16/06/16, http://www.dhwlab.
com/about/.
79 Ibid.; Jones, Design for Care.

Understand the emotional experiences of chemotherapy patients
and their needs.
Support the patient voice to be heard and seen through in design.
Prioritize the user and aesthetic experiences to underpin good
designs for a patient centred healthcare context.

Emotional Resonance of Aesthetic Experiences
‘Emotions’ are a part of a person’s character that is connected with
80
feelings. They are an affective state of consciousness in which any
strong agitation of feeling is stimulated by experiences which are often
accompanied by physiological changes in our bodies (i.e. affecting the
81
‘Resonance’ or
pace our hearts beats, and the depth of our breath).
‘Resonating’ refers to the “power to bring images, feeling, and memories
82
into the mind of the person”, drawn from another’s experience. When
these come together to form ‘emotional resonance’, the locution refers to
the designers’ ability to ‘vibrate’ on the same ‘emotional frequency’ as the
end user, to be sensitive to the mood and feeling the “subtle atmospheric
83
shifts which touches across air space”. To feel what the patients feel.
Understanding the heightened emotional states while empathizing and
unpacking the emotions of the end user, can help create more meaningful
84
and better design responses. The heightened emotions of an experience
can create memories and meanings of those experiences. It is through
this that patients try to make sense of the quality of their healthcare
85
experiences. Changing the physical inputs into such experiences can
improve the emotional output and fashion patient perceptions.

Literature related to chemotherapy infusion including the phenomena
of care, aesthetic experiences, and emotional resonance, helped set the
foundation for the research. From the topics discussed in the introduction
and literature review, project aims were formed in hopes of improving
the chemotherapy experiences of patients in ADHB’s Oncology Day-stay
through the design of a new chemotherapy chair.
Project aims formed in response to knowledge gained in the literature
included:

80 Wehmeier and Hornby, Oxford
Advanced Learner’s Dictionary of Current
English.
81 , s.v. “Emotion,” accessed January
10, 2017, http://www.dictionary.com/
browse/emotion.
82 Hornby, “Oxford Advanced
Learner’s Dictionary.”
83 Giuliana Bruno, Surface: Matters
of Aesthetics, Materiality, and Media
(University of Chicago Press, 2014).
84 Jane Fulton Suri, Inclusive Design
through Individual Insight, vol. 44,
Proceedings of the Human Factors and
Ergonomics Society Annual Meeting
(SAGE Publications, 2000).
85 Pietra, “Make Emotional
Connections for Better Patient
Experiences.”

Challenge the current healthcare aesthetic and explore an
‘appropriate aesthetic’ for better emotional experiences.
Explore opportunities to transform the value of design and aesthetic
experiences in the context of health care product design.

Conclusion
The synthesis of contextual research directed the project towards a human
centred framework to understand the meanings and value of design within
the emotional spectrum of the healthcare experience. The inclusive nature
of HCD within medicine is a part of a movement, which aspires to bring
the patient voice into designs within the hospital context, to shift baseline
expectations of patient’s experiences from measures of curative care to
quality care. The project aims to bring cohesive design into healthcare,
through artefactual design intervention to answer the research question:
How can I use design to better the emotional resonance of a chemotherapy
chair’s aesthetic to improve the emotional experience of patients during
chemotherapy?
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86 Wehmeier and Hornby, Oxford
Advanced Learner’s Dictionary of Current
English.
87 Cal Swann, “Action Research and
the Practice of Design,” Design issues 18,
no. 1 (2002).
88 Wehmeier and Hornby, Oxford
Advanced Learner’s Dictionary of Current
English.
89 William P Fisher Jr and A Jackson
Stenner, “Integrating Qualitative and
Quantitative Research Approaches Via the
Phenomenological Method,” International
Journal of Multiple Research Approaches
5, no. 1 (2011).
90 Jones, Design for Care.
91 Gerald I Susman and Roger D
Evered, “An Assessment of the Scientific
Merits of Action Research,” Administrative
science quarterly (1978).

Methodologies are purposefully structured course of action, which
86
endeavours to aid research. In the case of this research, the methodology
structure closely resembled those formed of creative thinking, producing
87
and philosophy.
This research follows design research methodology that
depended on physical explorative design methods to help theorize design
ideas within healthcare. This section discusses the methodology, critical
frameworks, ethical consideration, and methods used in this research.
The research used a mixed methods research design, and used both
quantitative and qualitative research methods to drive the design process.
Quantitative research was connected to measurable data within the research
88
findings. Contrast to this, qualitative research prioritized the subjective
experience of the research participants and contributed more meaningful,
authentic and objective comparisons, which endeavours to find out how
89
good things are.
The integration of qualitative and quantitative research
methods offered a framework with multiple efficiencies and meaningful
research suited this project as it is situated between the healthcare and
90
design professions.
The chosen methodology is Action Research. In addition to the action
research, Human Centred Design, and Emotional Experience Design
frameworks were applied. Action Research was used as a systematic
approach of methods, which helped improve the efficiency of the design
91
process.
Creating and acting upon a design research was best suited to
the project’s ethical and contextual boundaries.
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Action Research is systematic approach of investigation which can help
people from various professions and occupations to find effective solutions
to real world problems they confront in their everyday lives. Focusing
on researching and understanding specific situations and localizing
92
solutions brought about change or improvement.
In this research, this
methodology combined theory building and practical research to improve
behaviour or encourage change, not to present finalized ‘finalized’
answers to problems but to reveal the truths and realities of the individual
93
perspectives within ADHB’s chemotherapy day stay.
This methodology consisted of a cyclic research framework of planning,
acting, observing, and reflecting on the effects of the actions that took
94
place to then returned to the planning stage to restart the process.
The cyclic nature of this methodology created overlaps in the different
stages where cycles ran parallel with each other while it worked towards
95
the same goal.
This framework’s structure was closely relatable to the
design process and has been shown to be easily applied over a variety of
96
professions.
This made it appropriate for this mixed methods research
firstly because the elegance of action research allowed different approaches
to be incorporated, secondly the nature of the methodology allowed
theories and methods to be synthesized as the research progresses, and
97
finally because the research dealt with healthcare and design.

92 Ernest T Stringer, Action Research
(SAGE, 2007).
93 David E Gray, Doing Research in the
Real World (Sage, 2013).
94 J MacNiff, “Action Research:
Principles and Practice,” (1988); ibid.
95 Gray, Doing Research in the Real
World.
96 Bruce Archer, “The Nature of
Research,” Co-Design Journal 2, no. 11
(1995).
97 MacNiff, “Action Research:
Principles and Practice.”

98 Klaus Krippendorff*, “Intrinsic
Motivation and Human-Centred Design,”
Theoretical Issues in Ergonomics Science
5, no. 1 (2004).
99 Ibid.
100 Human Centered Design Toolkit,
“Ideo,” Retrieved on 24th November
(2008).
101 Ibid.
102 DHWlab, “Dhw Lab - About.”
103 Jones, Design for Care.
104 Bate and Robert, Bringing User
Experience to Healthcare Improvement:
The Concepts, Methods and Practices of
Experience-Based Design.

The umbrella of Human Centred Design (HCD) strongly emphasized that
design artefacts are inseparably linked to the perception, imagination,
interfacing, the use of and moreover the meaning of the design to the
98
user. People do not respond to physical qualities of things, instead they
99
respond to what products mean to them.
Returning to the research
question, the idea of manifesting and purposefully integrating meaning
and value was only achieved by first understanding the experience of the
patients the design is for.
HCD is a process or set of techniques employed to better understand the
needs, wants and behaviours of the patients I am designing for to create
100
effective solutions.
In the context of this research, possible solutions
101
included products, services, environments and modes of interactions.
Emphasis on HCD and the value of the user’s voice are core values of the
DHW Lab to create meaningful design outcomes that meet the needs
102
of hospital users and improving their experiences.
This framework is
instrumental to improving design in healthcare as it helps gain a better
103
understand of the everyday life contexts of patients.
Practicing this
research from the DHW Lab through the lens of user-centred design helped
104
bring user experience into the healthcare experiences.
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107 Parsons, Thinking: Objects:
Contemporary Approaches to Product
Design.
108 AUT, “Research Ethics - a Guide to
Write up Your Autec Application” (Power
Point Presentation), 2014, accessed 19
February 2017, https://www.aut.ac.nz/
study-at-aut/faculty-of-health-andenvironmental-sciences/research/researchtoolbox-for-staff/ethics/?a=492895.
109 John W Creswell, “Research Design
4th Edition,” (2014).
110 Ibid.
111 Auckland University of Technology
Ethics Committee, “Ethics - a Guide to
Obtaining Research Ethics,” Auckland
University of Technology Ethics
Committee, last modified 23/2/2015,
accessed 30/6/2016, 2016. https://www.
aut.ac.nz/study-at-aut/faculty-of-healthand-environmental-sciences/research/
research-toolbox-for-staff?a=492885.

As a framework, HCD comprises of three phases. Firstly, hearing the
user or in this research listening to the voice of the user, observing and
understanding the experience. Secondly, abstract creation of concepts,
solutions and prototypes in response to the themes, opportunities and
insights derived from the first phase. Finally, delivering a concrete solution
to the initial problem.

112 Suri, “Inclusive Design through
Individual Insight.”

Experience Design
Experiences are dynamic, complex, subjective phenomena, with a
105
dependence on the sensory qualities which create emotional responses.
Experience design is an approach to create emotional connection with the
106
user through careful planning of the tangible and intangible elements.
In this research, experience design was used to approach the design of
the tangible visual aesthetic to influence the intangible emotions to help
improve the chemotherapy experience of ADHB’s oncology centre.

105 Marion Buchenau and Jane Fulton
Suri, Experience Prototyping, Proceedings
of the 3rd conference on Designing
interactive systems: processes, practices,
methods, and techniques (ACM, 2000).
106 Madeleine E Pullman and Michael
A Gross, “Ability of Experience Design
Elements to Elicit Emotions and Loyalty
Behaviors,” Decision Sciences 35, no. 3
(2004).

Ethics within this research was a system of moral principles that govern the
107
designer’s behaviour while conducting research.
Respect, partnership
and protection for the participants were the ethical principles which
108
underpinned the project.
This ensured the my awareness of potential
physical, psychological, social, economic or legal risk of the methods used,
109
and being considerate of the special needs of vulnerable populations.
The research involved collecting data from patients to understand the
environment, situation, and context that surrounded the experiences of
chemotherapy patients. The patient’s dependence on the environment,
various cancer treatments, products equipment and their medication in their
journey for health, meant they were potentially vulnerable which added a
110
layer of ethical complexity.
In this research, recognition of end users involved in the chemotherapy
experience that had potential risk in intruding their dignity, rights, safety,
health and wellbeing, whether it be emotional or physical, created an
111
ethical dilemma for the research.
Researching as a student of Auckland
University of Technology (AUT), the internal ethics committee, Auckland
University of Technology Ethics committee (AUTEC) required formal ethical
approval to undertake this research, to ensure the ethical awareness of the
planned methods of research due to the context. Initially it was advised
that even as a part of a master degree, direct interaction with chemotherapy
patients held too much potential risk of harm to the emotional and physical
wellbeing of the patients. Limiting the possible methods in the early stages
of the design processes. This however changed as I began to gain clarity
over my research methods as the research journey progressed. In order to
maintain a HCD ideology, methods which involved patient interaction had
to be used to connect , empathize and resonate with the experiences of
chemotherapy patients to create meaningful and more appropriate design
112
solutions.
Amendments to these ethical constraints were made and
approved thanks to the support and consultation of oncology staff who
approved the research methods with direct user interaction.
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Research
Literature Review
Expert Interviews
Role-play/Simulation
Insights & Opportunity
Patient Questionnaires
Patient Interviews
Observations
Task analysis
Analaysis
Through this master’s research project, research design was conducted
through two different thinking modes. This coincided with the design
process of first learning and understanding the experience then designing
to improve it. The first mode of methods was research for design, where
investigation and exploration into the existing contexts, artefacts, and
experiences were used to create a design brief which validates the need
for the research, provided a timeline and constrained the project scope.
The second mode design for research, took findings from the research for
design mode. These findings or insights were then used to generate design
concepts. These two modes work in support of the reflective, cyclical
nature of action research.

Generate
Ideation
Mapping
Sketch Prototyping
Evaluation/Reflection
Critique
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Literature Review
A literature review is an introductory collection of information in context
of the research which “shares with the reader other studies that are
closely related to the one being undertaken”, relating to a larger ongoing
113
studies, whilst filling in gaps, or extending the existing knowledge.
This
method did not necessarily provide definitive answers to the issues at
hand, however provided the project with levels of certainty gained through
114
sources within the field.
A review of context was important as it first
explored the feasibility of the research, helped verify the gaps in knowledge
115
and validated the need for the research.
Using this method, I came
to understand the clinical, emotional, functional and aesthetic contexts
of chemotherapy, the wider notion of care as a fundamental of human
nature, creative craft from a healthcare perspective, the aesthetic-emotion
connection, and the disconnect between the two within the hospital
context.

Expert Interviews
113 Creswell, “Research Design 4th
Edition.”
114 Stringer, Action Research.
115 George R Taylor, Integrating
Quantitative and Qualitative Methods in
Research (University press of America,
2005).

116 Ibid.
117 Ibid.; Marc Stickdorn et al., This
Is Service Design Thinking: Basics, Tools,
Cases (Wiley Hoboken, NJ, 2011).
118 Toolkit, “Ideo.”

These interviews were a series of open ended questions and probes that
helped to gain in-depth responses about the experiences, perceptions,
116
opinions, feelings and knowledge.
Participants were recruited through
existing connections from within the DHW Lab. Expert interviews
specifically, helped gain in-depth, technical and factual information relating
to chemotherapy processes, the working environment of the oncology
117
space, and how the chemotherapy chair was used.
These loose semistructured interviews were used to efficiently gain a large amount of
information from oncology staff in a short period of time and provided
insightful information, general trends and possibly outliers within a topic
118
scope.
The interviews yielded valuable insight into the experiences
of chemotherapy from a clinical perspective and helped gain factual
information from experts within a specific discipline.
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Patient Questionnaires
Patient questionnaires are objective, open ended set of questions designed
119
to answer a specific set of research questions.
For this research a visually
interactive questionnaire was designed to gather qualitative data which
revealed trends, attitudes, or opinion of the sample population of oncology
120
day stay.
This helped to to draw generalizations or inferences to the
121
population.
Due to the ethical considerations, questionnaires were
122
anonymous.
The design of the questionnaire understood that different
people communicate in different ways and gave patients the option to
communicate verbally or visually.

Patient Interviews.
119 Creswell, “Research Design 4th
Edition.”
120 Taylor, Integrating Quantitative and
Qualitative Methods in Research.
121 Creswell, “Research Design 4th
Edition.”
122 Taylor, Integrating Quantitative and
Qualitative Methods in Research.

123 Stickdorn et al., This Is Service
Design Thinking: Basics, Tools, Cases.
124 Ibid.
125 Liz Sanders and Pieter Jan
Stappers, Convivial Design Toolbox:
Generative Research for the Front End of
Design (BIS, 2012).

Patient interviews were conducted in the oncology space as patients
are more familiar with the environment, and were more comfortable
123
providing insight into their thoughts and behaviour.
The difference
between patient and expert interviews was that the patient is the end user
of the chemotherapy chair, and therefore was the focus of this research.
These patient interviews were semi-structured, anonymous and intercept
interviews used to validate concepts and allowed myself to both observe
124
and probe the behaviours I was interested in.
However, these interviews
went beyond the superficial layer of behaviour, as participants expressed
their opinions, voiced their needs, indicated reason, and reported on events
125
that happened.
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Role Play/Simulation – emersion exercise
Roleplay was used to explore the issues involved in the complex contextual
126
situations in oncology.
This method placed the me into the shoes of
the user, giving the designer meaningful and first-hand experience with
127
the problems patients face.
Due to the clinical and ethical limitations
of the research and oncology space, only certain hours in the morning
were allowed for research in chemotherapy day stay rooms. During this
time staff were preparing for the patients to begin treatment. Because of
the working environment, staff were not able to facilitate roleplay of the
treatment experience. Instead to navigate the ethical limitations, whilst
remaining efficient, I used role play in two different ways.

126 M.D Adam Blatner, “Role Playing
in Education,” (18 October 2009 2009),
accessed 3 January 2017, http://www.
blatner.com/adam/pdntbk/rlplayedu.htm.
127 Andrew Withell, “Design Thinking
Methods - a Toolbox for Exploring and
Applying Design Thinking Methods:
Version 2,” (2013).
128 Ibid.

I first used roleplay to experience the oncology space and put myself in
the shoes of a first time patient as I do not have cancer this was the most
relatable persona to adopt. A record of procedural notes, my thoughts or
emotions were made through written reflective notes as I progressed from
the entrance, administration and to treatment rooms. This helped me gain
understanding and empathy of the emotional experience of chemotherapy
128
patients from within the oncology space.
I also used role play as an immersive exercise which helped understand
how patients would feel during chemotherapy treatment. This was done
twice by sitting myself in a chair for extended periods of time to replicate
the chemotherapy treatment, on a day when I was unwell to replicate
the side effects with similar facilities and appliances around to mimic the
environment. This was done twice on two different chairs. The first time was
on an fixed back armchair at home, to mimic the hospital recommended
chair in a private setting. The second was on an airplane seat to mimic
a chair with limited movement within a public space. This helped my
understanding of the physical needs of the patients during chemotherapy
which are directly related to the design of the chair.

Observation (electronic)
129 Taylor, Integrating Quantitative and
Qualitative Methods in Research.
130 Ibid.

Observation is a systematic method used to understand the existing
conditions, keeping a record of fieldwork descriptions of an activity, paying
particular attention to behaviours, actions, conversations, interpersonal,
129
interactions, organizational or community processes.
This helped my
awareness of the different aspects of observable patient experience and
yielded rich detailed descriptions of the context the observations were
130
made in.
Due to the initial ethical constraints, I was unable to directly
observe patients within ADHB in the early stages of the research, however
I was able to navigate around this by observing patient activity within
electronic sources and within public spaces. I observed patients during
chemotherapy through electronic, open-domain sources, to gain detailed
insight of the chemotherapy treatment processes. However, when the
ethical limitations of the research changed, I was able to observe patients
and family within the public areas of oncology. This helped to gain an
empathetic understanding of the emotional experiences of chemotherapy.
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Analysis
Analysis is a method of critically evaluating experiences or products to
identify the attributes of the experience or product. This helped to expose
any implications, new knowledge and understanding which aided the
131
design process.
I analysed the materials, processes, aesthetic, functional,
engineering and economic decisions that were made in existing product
or space. Analysis of ADHB’s chemotherapy environment and their chairs
was conducted to identify problems with the older designs. Understanding
the existing design’s attributes sets a baseline to improve the experience
132
from.
I mapped out the travel pathways of the people in the oncology
space. This was undertaken to show how people and staff operated in the
space, whilst also helping me to identify problems within the area. Analysis
of the existing chair designs was also conducted to unpack the problems
and unmet emotional needs of the patient.

Mapping
131 Withell, “Design Thinking Methods
- a Toolbox for Exploring and Applying
Design Thinking Methods: Version 2.”

133 Parsons, Thinking: Objects:
Contemporary Approaches to Product
Design.

132 Usability, “Task Analysis”, accessed
12 February 2017, https://www.usability.
gov/how-to-and-tools/methods/taskanalysis.html.

134 Sanders and Stappers, Convivial
Design Toolbox: Generative Research for
the Front End of Design.

Mind mapping is a simple technique that enabled all possible directions the
project or task could take which could include subcategories, ideas, and
133
sketches.
Mind maps were used to help organize thoughts visually, and
helped effectively draw out key aspects to identify and support a central
134
idea.
Mind mapping was used throughout the research to help plan
research cycles, explore design attributes, and conclude themes or trends
during periods of reflection.
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Prototyping/sketch
136 Sanders and Stappers, Convivial
Design Toolbox: Generative Research for
the Front End of Design.
137 Withell, “Design Thinking Methods
- a Toolbox for Exploring and Applying
Design Thinking Methods: Version 2.”
138 Parsons, Thinking: Objects:
Contemporary Approaches to Product
Design.

Ideation
Ideation is the generation of ideas and took place at any time during the
135
design process.
Concepts and ideas were quickly created to connect
the problems and opportunities with solutions. Constant ideation helped
to synthesize the research findings, themes, insights, and opportunities
and connected them to solutions generated through visual tools such as,
mapping, brainstorming, and drawing.

135 Parsons, Thinking: Objects:
Contemporary Approaches to Product
Design.

Prototyping is a creative process that usually resulted in making an artefact.
Prototyping was used throughout the design process to explore competing
ideas and resolved ambiguities that might have been associated with
136
a particular solution.
Prototyping was also used to bring ideas and
concepts to life using 3D models to help develop and communicate ideas
137
in 3D or sketched forms.
A variety of 2D sketches and 3D models were
produced concurrently throughout the design process, drawing from earlier
synthesized analysis of research, insights, and opportunities that responded
to the research question and design problems. Initially rough sketches and
quick 3D models were used which grew in refinement as the design process
progressed. As the design direction became clearer, more refined drawings
and models were produced to help visualize detailed design, so proper
138
evaluation, validation and reflection could be conducted.
As this research, dealt with producing an aesthetic and complex physical
product, 3D prototyping was the primary form of prototyping. Detailed
drawings were used as supporting material to communicate the design
ideas. Primarily working with materials and scale similar to end product
in 3D, allowed constant refinement of the detail design throughout the
different iterations. Forming 3D prototypes helped visualize the artefact
before producing the final model, and helped understand the appropriate
manufacturing processes.
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Evaluation and Validation
Evaluation and validation of concepts helped acknowledge, understand and
139
address weaknesses in the current design.
Exposing the weak-points in
a concept or designs early allowed them to be revised before the design
was finalized. Peer, expert, and self-evaluation was conducted to review
designs and validate concept directions. This helped identify problems,
opportunities and brought fresh perspectives. Self-evaluation included
testing the current prototypes, models. Understanding that being too close
to a research, can make a designer to overlook important issues. This made
opinions outside of the research valuable and insightful.

Reflective Practice
139 Withell, “Design Thinking Methods
- a Toolbox for Exploring and Applying
Design Thinking Methods: Version 2.”

140 Chartered Society of
Physiotherapy, “What Is Reflective
Practice and How Do I Do It?”, 2017,
accessed 14 February 2017, http://www.
csp.org.uk/faqs/cpd/what-reflectivepractice-how-do-i-do-it.
141 Ibid.
142 Stickdorn et al., This Is Service
Design Thinking: Basics, Tools, Cases.

Reflection was the last stage of the action research cycle that involved
thinking about the research design process and consciously analysing the
140
decisions made.
Reflection was used to critically analyse and evaluate
the design practice and research. This helped generate new knowledge
and ideas which drew on theory relating to communicating care through
141
design.
This process allowed ideas and prototypes to be tested against
142
the research question, related theory and literature.
Reflective practice
was used to re-ground the research to the central research question, and
helped to ensure the design practice would enable the research question to
be explored fully. The reflection of prototypes and concepts was especially
important during the development of a design to refine intricate details
of design. Understanding the shortcomings and strengths of each cycle
helped plan and improve the efficacy and efficiency of the next cycle of
design, action, and research.
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Following the contextual review, the project narrowed to surround the
redesign of the chemotherapy chair. Firstly, I engaged patients and experts
to help gain a greater understanding and empathy for the chemotherapy
experience. The lack of prior knowledge made it difficult to resonate with
the physical and emotional intricacies of the chemotherapy experience.
This challenged me to push the ethical constraints as the year progressed,
using design-thinking methods to explore the chemotherapy process and
how design could improve the experience.
To gain meaningful insight and knowledge of the chemotherapy experience
on both functional and emotional planes; Action research, HCD and
Ideo’s design thinking methods revealed the performance, engineering,
and aesthetic problems within existing designs. The documentation of
research is presented through the cycles of action research which helped to
triangulate insights, knowledge, and creativity. I began the design research
phase with the ‘Tacit Knowledge’ design. This involved; assumption
mapping, mood boards, sketching and prototyping to expose any
knowledge gaps that needed to be filled.

Mood Boards
143 ANDRES LUCERO vERA, “CoDesigning Interactive Spaces for and
with Designers: Supporting Mood-Board
Making,” (2009).

Initially I understood that chemotherapy involved treatment which could
take hours, uses healthcare products and is an emotionally intense journey,
however I didn’t know what the chemotherapy environment looked or felt
like. Mood boards were used to explore the emotional and visual landscape
143
of chemotherapy wards, places of prolonged sitting, and crafted furniture.
I was shocked at the stark visual differences between comforting spaces and
the oncology wards.
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Prototype
The current products looked hard, uncomfortable and uninviting yet
according to literature the needs of the chemotherapy patients include;
choice and control, privacy and support, and positive distraction and
144
companionship.
This knowledge was projecting into the first prototype
and was used to embody those needs and wants.

Reflection
144 Wang et al., “Cancer Treatment
Environments: From Pre-Design Research
to Post-Occupancy Evaluation.”

145 Parsons, Thinking: Objects:
Contemporary Approaches to Product
Design.

Reviewing the progress, I felt that mapping was not effective as it didn’t
145
have many trains of thought.
My limited knowledge in this field required
me to first research the clinical and functional requirements and the
emotional needs for an improved experience.
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Cycle 2
Planning

2
The initial stages of research were slow as I first focused on forming trusting
relationships with the staff, in particular the staff members of chemotherapy
day-stay. This person needed to ‘be on the ground’ to give insight into the
chemotherapy process, current issues and clinical information.
Secondly I focused on setting the foundation of the project by scoping
out the limitations, research, and ethical guidelines. I conducted expert
interviews with an architect from STH, a clinical psychologist from oncology
and a clinical charge nurse from oncology day-stay. These interviews
helped identify the project vision, research scope, and explore the clinical
and ethical requirements. I also gained valuable knowledge on how to
practice research within the healthcare context.
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Ex p e r t I n t e r v i e w

Ex p e r t I n t e r v i e w

A rchi te c t

Cl i n i c a l Ps y ch olo g i s t

Architect

Clinical Psychologist

I conducted a semi-structured interview with the architect to find out the
project vision, and details surrounding the use of the chair. They felt the
aesthetic of clinical products let down the overall experience of clinical
environments and wanted to focus on privacy, function, and elegant design.
This interview helped establish the vision for the chair which consisted of a
private-care style piece to fit within the designated 9m2 bays designed in
the new spaces.

A semi-structured expert interview with the clinical psychologist was
conducted to gain insight into the possible methods of research and ensure
the research practice was within the ethical scope. The interview reinforced
the emotional sensitivities of the research context and helped create
research guidelines to ensure I was respectful, sensitive and used inclusive
language.
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Me et a n d Gre et
C l i n i c a l Ch a r g e N u r s e

Clinical Charge Nurse
I met with the charge nurse of oncology day-stay to introduce the project
and we concluded the oncology space required an overhaul as they were
dealing with a snowball effect of problem caused by the cramped, outdated
space. This meeting created guidelines ensuring my ethical safety as a
student within healthcare contexts was upheld. The busy workspace meant
I could only interview the charge nurse between 0600-0700 hrs. This made
the research difficult but I was grateful that a person under such pressure
would give me this time.

My First Time
146 Peep Laja, “First Impressions
Matter: The Importance of Great Visual
Design,” (2013), https://conversionxl.
com/first-impressions-matter-theimportance-of-great-visual-design/.

I have not had any personal experience within hospitals as a patient
so every experience within Auckland city hospital was a rich learning
opportunity. I sketched and noted the mood of the space to help me
understand the patients emotional experience. This revealed existing
design failures such as the leaking roof that created a drab, uncomfortable
atmosphere. This was the opposite of what I anticipated as it did not
leave good first impressions which is essential to creating good patient
146
experiences.
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R ef le c t ion
W h e r e i s t h e Pa t i e n t ?

This cycle focused on methods which helped gain a sense of the mood
within the space which was run down and in desperate need of repairs.
Locating the oncology centre was complex due to poor wayfinding both
inside and outside of ADHB. IT is unjust that the patients are required to
dodge cars before navigating a confusing system of hallways. From the
moment I stepped through the dark sliding doors, it was clear there was
little intimacy between the design of the space and the patients whom
traffic it. It was clear I needed to consider the patient voice in my design
147
process.

147 Norman, Living with Complexity.
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Cycle 3
In t ro d u c t io n to res earch f or d es ig n .

3
148 Bruno, Surface: Matters of
Aesthetics, Materiality, and Media.

The aim of this cycle was to holistically understand the intricate system
within oncology day-stay and gain empathy for the patient experience while
enriching my understanding of the context and systems. This revealed some
underlying problems which brought light to new issues that design could
solve.
Research for design methods were used to understand the ecosystem of the
environment, the emotional charge of the space and the aesthetic meaning
148
This helped to understand
of the space or products to the patients.
the essence of the cancer or chemotherapy experience while building a
foundation for the research design. Critical analysis of the experience,
products and environment were conducted to understand the meaning
of aesthetic experiences and the relationship between aesthetics and
emotions.
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En i r o n m e n t Wa l k - T h r o u g h
F i r s t t i m e ex p e r i e n c e s

I began to immerse myself within the chemotherapy environment to
understand the patient journey, environment, the products, and the patient
experience. The charge nurse showed me the products and facilities used
by patients and staff and I began to notice the environment was cluttered,
lacked space and privacy.
Here were my first impressions from my first visit…
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A rea A n a l y s i s
M a p p i n g t h e Ec o s y s t e m o f t h e S p a c e

149 Roger Ulrich, “View through
a Window May Influence Recovery,”
Science 224, no. 4647 (1984).

I analysed the oncology environment which revealed how the space
operates from both the patient and staff perspective. This included
mapping the products, fixtures, and travel pathways and showed that
although the rooms were large, product layout contributed to the cramped
space. Staff noted that “the patients feel like they’re in a zoo” as treatment
chairs are lined up in a row facing each other. The interior layout neglected
the views of the city and greenery which was frustrating as literature
149
I later found they
suggests this would improve the patient experience.
were positioned this way so staff would be able to maintain eye contact with
the patient in case of an allergic reaction.
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R ef le c t ion
I fe el li ke I ’ m mi s s i n g s omethi n g . . .

4
The insights gained through expert interviews, blog research, environment
and product analysis revealed that chemotherapy treatment is a small
part of the chemotherapy experience. Reflecting on this cycle, I found it
easier to uncover the functional and aesthetic aspects context of design
and how they contribute to user experience but I was yet to uncover the
patient’s emotional experiences. I felt that I still didn’t have the empathy
or emotional resonance to design an aesthetic for this chair so I needed
to gain empathy of the emotional experiences from the patient, instead of
basing design decisions off my assumptions.
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I n t r o d u c t i o n t o G e n e ra t e
K n o w l e d g e , A s s u m p t i o n s , Ga p s , a n d C o u n t e r M e a s u r e s

In this cycle I needed to engage the users to understand their functional
and emotional experiences surrounding the use of the chair, however,
patient engagement still was out of the ethical scope so I looked to other
methods of learning about the patient experience and their needs. External
reports and previous research were used to drive generative methods. A
patient journey map, map of effects and map of needs were generated to
gain empathy for the patient experience. This segued into a short phase of
ideation, where a rapid-visualisation exercise was conducted.
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Ca n c e r R e p o r t
I n t e g ra t e d Ca n c e r S e r v i c e - U s e r En g a g e m e n t

150 Fisher Jr and Stenner, “Integrating
Qualitative and Quantitative Research
Approaches Via the Phenomenological
Method.”

DHW Lab staff were undertaking research to report on the current oncology
experience within ADHB which used observations, focus groups, interviews
with patients and guests, and feedback boards to gain insight into the
patient experience of the physical space within the oncology outpatient
facility. This report reviewed the current patient experience and explored
opportunities to improve the experience. First hand, untampered quotes
from the user gave great insight into how patients perceive the current
150
As a person, not a designer, it became increasingly
oncology centre.
hard to comprehend the patients’ situations and their day to day struggles.
The patient voice revealed a strong need to holistically improve the
oncology centre. Much more than I had anticipated.
The report identified key themes which would improve patient experience
within the space. The themes include, a welcoming environment, a
compassionate yet empowering environment, a nourishing environment,
a culturally supportive environment, a family-friendly environment, and a
flexible environment. While these points seem to look at the overall picture,
the same ideas do translate into the artefacts within the space, as that is
what makes up an environment. Looking through the data, I was able to
code, and translate the data to apply to this research, and identify the “what
this chair needs to be”.
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Translating the data
The insights gathered from the cancer report currently targeted the physical
design of the facility. To make this information useful, I generated maps to
translate the insights drawn from the cancer service report into key themes
which would improve the patient experience. This helped create a list of
words I could use to evaluate concepts against in future designs.
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T h e Fa c t s
Ca n c e r Tr e a t m e n t s a n d t h e Ef f e c t s

I conducted an immersive role playing exercise and placed myself in
a seated position for several hours to simulate the time spent during
chemotherapy treatment. Prior to this, I mapped out the possible side
effects of chemotherapy which outlined the effects of the drug during
treatment which causes physical change, discomfort, or pain which is
potentially overwhelming for the patient. During my time on an airplane
seat, I began to feel nauseous, and dizzy so I took advantage of the
situation and used the time to simulate the chemotherapy experience. This
method gave great insight into the discomforts and pain experienced by
the patient, however, I felt that the physical effects were covered in the layer
of emotional side effects.
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Patient Journey
I generated an emotional journey map of the chemotherapy experience
which revealed the patient’s emotional experiences. Chemotherapy is
surrounded by many other administrative processes which require blood
checks, doctor’s consultations, and waiting which caused a constant
fluctuation of emotion throughout the journey. I felt the chemotherapy
experience is a small part within the larger cancer treatment experience
which has potential to disrupt lifestyles and routines.
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Id e a t i o n
P o s t - i t Id e a t i o n

Using the rapid-visualisation exercise I generated and evaluated ideas to
produce several concepts. I generated ideas to reflect on the needs of the
patient identified in the cancer service report. The initial plan to generate
forty ideas proved difficult as the ideas responded to larger notions like
family centeredness instead of functional needs. Evaluation revealed
three concepts which embodied compassionate care and systematic
improvement.
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Concept 1
This first concept took a pragmatic approach and responded to the lack
of space. It looked to change the footprint of the chair’s varying positions
which in turn influenced the product interaction. I began to question what
the chair’s life was like within the space on a day to day basis.
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Concept 2

Concept 3

Concept two focused on promoting companionship between patients and
guests by creating a modular that would allow guests to be inclusively
positioned within the space, breaking any hierarchies between patient and
guest. For privacy, the shape creates a space for patients and guests to
make their own during treatment.

Concept three dealt with ‘dose banding’ chemotherapy chairs by creating
different treatment chairs to suit varying treatment lengths. This combated
the vast spectrum of needs which are treatment length specific which could
create a more personal experience. This concept seemed logical, however,
this banding system was not flexible and would not be effective in a working
environment.
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R ef le c t ion
T h e ra p i d 4 0 - - > S k e t c h i d e a t e

5
Initial research generated valuable findings and insights, however, this did
not project well through ideation due to a lack of clarity of the experience
I was generating. The concepts generated took a functional outlook,
blanketed with a visual aesthetic but didn’t explore the relationship between
aesthetics and emotion. They had potential to encompass companionship,
family centeredness, and empowerment but presented practicality issues.
From the design process redirected to theory driven form.
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S k e t c h Id e a t e
Vi sual Connotation

Having concluded that the design practice had not efficiently yield any
great result, I realised I needed to give form to a design before applying
function to it. I needed to create a form which encompassed the essence
of the chemotherapy experience to provide the flexibility, support, and
care patients needed. Freeform sketches allowed creativity to flow, starting
as loose sketches and progressing into more defined drawings. These
sketches helped progress my ideas into 3d models.
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Ca r d Ex p l o ra t i o n
T he R a pid 4 0

Form and the analogy of shape
151

Each of these freeform sketches portrayed different visceral messages.
Rounded shapes projected a sense of nurturing and comfort, whereas more
defined shapes conveyed a sense of maturity.

151 Hjelm, Semiotics in Product Design.

Visual Weight
I drew three visual themes from sketches which included; light, medium
and heavy visual weights plus differing connotations to personal memories,
152
feelings and emotions.
Peer review revealed that heavy and light forms
stimulated a grounded feeling and familiarity of home, while the medium
weighted drawings were more connotative of industry, office or medical
furniture.

152 Richard E Lombardi, “The
Principles of Visual Perception and Their
Clinical Application to Denture Esthetics,”
The Journal of prosthetic dentistry 29,
no. 4 (1973).

I then generated forty different form studies which grew in refinement
as ideas were developed and helped to probe my thinking. There was
one shape which really stood out to me, which also happened to be the
simplest. The asymmetry of the shape provided a sense of nurturing. This
was a very rigid shape with little room to move or recline however the
softness of the shape makes for a much more inviting and relaxing visual
experience.
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R ef le c t ion
Fo r c i n g i t t o w o r k .

6
This cycle started well and yielded interesting insights with sketch, however
the prototyping did not gain the same result. I felt I needed to ground the
prototyping with some more facts, figures and requirements to constrain the
153
design practice.
This Model felt like the form was forced to function as a
recliner chair, losing its original beauty and simplicity the initial card model
had. At this point the prototyping needed some clear dimensions to work
with in order to ground the prototypes to a realistic scale and proportion.

153 William Lidwell, Kritina Holden,
and Jill Butler, Universal Principles of
Design, Revised and Updated: 125
Ways to Enhance Usability, Influence
Perception, Increase Appeal, Make Better
Design Decisions, and Teach through
Design (Rockport Pub, 2010).
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T h e Ty p e s o f Ch a i r s
Ch a i r D e s i g n a n d P u r p o s e

During this cycle I wanted to be sure prototyping was not misguided by
the label ‘chair’ as the design should encompass the functions of a recliner
seat. I first generated a map that identified different types of seats and
highlighted seat types that would suit chemotherapy treatment. Deciding
that a recliner suited the needs of patients best helped to bring movement
154
parameters, dimensions and functional limitations to the prototyping.

154 Ibid.

Reflection
155 Dara Sorkin, Karen S Rook, and
John L Lu, “Loneliness, Lack of Emotional
Support, Lack of Companionship, and the
Likelihood of Having a Heart Condition in
an Elderly Sample,” Annals of Behavioral
Medicine 24, no. 4 (2002).

Drawing and analysis revealed why certain forms felt comforting, inviting or
soft. This shape is whole, unintimidating and inviting but more importantly
it was a surface which felt like It could envelope and support a patient
while being inclusive of the guest. By being inclusive of the guest during
155
treatment could potentially remedy feelings of isolation and loneliness.
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A e s t h e t i c Ex p e r i e n c e s
C o n t i n u o u s Fo r m a n d C o h e s i v e D e s i g n

Here prototypes began to respond to the functional requirements of a
treatment chair. The models made progressively became more defined
156
however kept the logic of including; a leg rest, seat, and back rest.
These card models started with rough card models, and progressed to
‘upholstered models. As the models progressed they moved away from
asymmetrical forms as they were difficult to make aesthetically pleasing.

156 Parsons, Thinking: Objects:
Contemporary Approaches to Product
Design.
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Prototyping
Through this prototyping medium I was able to create shapes and contours
which had more curvature. This was something I had struggled with before
but I used rudimentary upholstering to bring a level of materiality into the
process which helped to visualise concepts better, however I felt I was
157
missing the thickness of foam.

157 Neri Oxman, “Structuring Materiality:
Design Fabrication of Heterogeneous Materials,”
Architectural Design 80, no. 4 (2010).
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R ef le c t ion
‘ St i l l mi s s i ng the Zi ng ’

158 Lidwell, Holden, and Butler,
Universal Principles of Design, Revised
and Updated: 125 Ways to Enhance
Usability, Influence Perception, Increase
Appeal, Make Better Design Decisions,
and Teach through Design.

Reviewing the work thus far, I felt that I had pushed asymmetrical designs
as far as possible and a meeting with two nurses helped to confirm that
asymmetry was not the answer. Symmetrical shapes are simpler and can
158
The nurses exposed the
help convey balance, harmony, and stability.
flaws of an asymmetrical design and the problems it would pose for staff
which created more design constraints. At this stage, I felt that the designs
made so far were not true to the needs of the patient. The designs needed
to respond to insights drawn from the user and their experiences, not from
my assumptions.
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Pa t i e n t Q u e s t i o n n a i r e s
V i s ua l ly engag i ng Q ues t ion n aires

7

Intro
159 Ibid.

At this stage in the process, I still didn’t feel like I understood the patient
experience. To address this problem, I created a questionnaire asking
patients about their experiences. In previous experience, questionnaires
did not yield quality results and in the numbers I needed. To address this
159
problem, I designed a visually engaging questionnaire.

Designing a new Questionnaire
I visually engaging questionnaire was designed to help understand the
patient opinion on their; needs, wants, activities, problems and aesthetic
value. This questionnaire went through several cycles of review with peers
and AUTEC for approval, to ensure the written language was friendly and
inviting.

to of the box
eld image holding it.
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125

Su mmar y
W h a t h a pp en ne d .

160 Ibid.

Based on previous experience in the DHW Lab I predicted it would take
two weeks for 25-30 questionnaires to be completed. Questionnaires were
considered a slow and ineffective research method, however, thanks to
the help of oncology staff nearly forty questionnaires were completed by
the end of the second day. The design’s visual probe proved successful as
several of the questionnaires were answered purely with drawn or annotated
160
The feedback often highlighted functional problems patients
responses.
experienced with the current chairs and often suggested different ways of
solving the problems.
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Feedback or Fiction
Within the feedback certain written cues stood out to me. The cues being...
“the patient this...” or “the patients that...”. This lead me to believe a few
of the questionnaires were completed by the staff or guest persons as it
161
took a functional, work environment orientated perspective.
Reflecting
on the questionnaire design, I realized that the questionnaire neglected
the voice of the guest. The guest is the primary source of companionship
for the patient and could have given great insight into wider chemotherapy
experience.

Aesthetics
161 Sanders and Stappers, Convivial
Design Toolbox: Generative Research for
the Front End of Design.

Reviewing the data gathered on the patient perspective of aesthetics, I
found that there was little feedback on aesthetics. There was even less
feedback on their feelings or emotional experiences. This could have been
because people aren’t often asked to share opinions on the aesthetic or
emotional which potentially could have made the questions difficult to
respond to. The patients who did give feedback on aesthetics revealed
their opinion on the current aesthetic of the chair and suggested aesthetic
improvements that could improve their experiences.
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What do patients like to do?

What’s good now?

Reviewing the feedback on the activities patients liked to during treatment
allowed me to map the activities on a spectrum between private and social
behaviors. Most patients displayed a mix of private and social behaviors.
This could have a relationship with the duration of the treatment.

There was little feedback on what patients thought was currently acceptable
or good. Most of these points were contradictive as many patients viewed
them as problems instead of good features. Comparing feedback on “the
good” and “the problems” it was clear that there are far more problems
than successes within the current design.
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Problems and Causes

Needs and Wants

Here, patient feedback focused on identifying problems with the current
chair presented several themes design flaws of the existing design which
made the chair unintuitive to use. This is because the chair is highly
engineered which gave little consideration to ergonomics and usability.
The chair’s design failures created unhealthy interactions between products
of the oncology space. This effected the experience of the chair and the
surrounding products.

I mapped the needs and wants which responded to problems identified
by patients. There were three reoccurring themes which the needs/wants
related to. Firstly, suggestions on how the environment could improve to
suit the needs of the patient. Secondly, the general physical experience
of the chemotherapy chair. And finally, suggestions which related to
accessories for a chemotherapy chair design.
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R ef le c t ion
Res et t i ng the fou nd a t ion

8
This cycle of research debunked the myth within the DHW Lab that
‘questionnaires don’t work’ and proved that a visually engaging
questionnaire yielded more meaningful feedback. Feedback revealed
problems and suggestions on the chair’s function and usability, however,
there was little feedback on aesthetics and emotions. It became clear
that people found it difficult to engage aesthetics as a topic however the
patients who understood aesthetics and emotion contributed valuable,
informative and insightful feedback on their aesthetic and emotional needs.
This feedback could inform a next design phase, and would allow designs
to answer the aesthetic needs of the user however, I still felt weary of not
empathizing with the emotional experience.
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The Plan
G e n e ra t i o n f r o m L o c u t i o n

In this cycle of research, the insights gained in patient questionnaires
informed idea generation which focused on creating aesthetically pleasing
forms in sketch and 3d models. I brought materiality and functional
limitations into the prototyping think-scape to produce more refined
models.
Reviewing the insights drawn from the questionnaires mostly showed facevalue, incremental design suggestions which made me feel unequipped
to give form to a product situated in an emotionally charged space. To
remedy this, I positioned myself in the patient’s emotional state of mind to
help generate a map of expressions or words which represented the needs
of the patient. This helped to give certainty over the emotional direction of
designs and prompted a series of generative design methods.

Sketches
162 Amy Frearson, “Simplicity Is the
Key to Excellence” Says Dieter Rams,”
(25 February 2017 2017), https://www.
dezeen.com/2017/02/24/dieter-ramsdesigner-interview-simplicity-keyexcellence/.

Here sketches were used generatively to explore potential forms
surrounding the notion of support and communicating care. I sketched
each form in inclined and declined positions to ensure the chair was
aesthetically pleasing regardless of its position. This revealed that the
movement of the chair shifted physical and visual weight which created
162
disharmony and surface disruptions in certain positions of recline.
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P o s i t i o n s o f V u l n e ra bi l i t y
A sk i ng to o much

163 Rosalie Francis Ewer, Ethology of
Mammals (Springer, 2013).

Development Prototyping
Although initial asymmetrical designs proposed interesting ideas like
providing privacy, choice and control through physical form, the practicality
of asymmetrical designs did not meet the specifications provided by.
Functional constraints helped to guide the prototyping from rough
asymmetric forms towards refined symmetric designs.

The chemotherapy chair is subject to the functions of a chair, seat, armchair,
and at times a bed. This brings complexity and compromise the the design
because the expectation is to function on multiple levels.
I revisited previous insights and realized I had overlooked several details. I
knew that patients wanted to have control over privacy or sociability during
treatment and had assumed that a rigid form would accommodate both
ends of the spectrum. This was not the case as patients want or need
to be private or social at different times and in different positions. When
patients are lying down, it is a position of rest in which they are exposed,
163
When the patients are reclined, they can be
and as mammals vulnerable.
sociable and interact with others which is the position of awareness. This
eureka moment gave form to designs which shifted from sociable to private
depending on the patients position and vulnerability. This showed me
that both the visual and functional were intertwined and contributed to the
emotional experience.
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S u r f a c e Te n s i o n
Sur f ac es of Su pp or t

Prototyping helped develop the designs and began to incorporate foam
and fabric to produce more realistic models. Trying to accommodate for the
various positions of vulnerability revealed that fabric would fight itself as
there was tension on the surface of the fabric. This prompted exploration
and research on existing textiles which could be used.
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R ef le c t ion
Not s ure . I ne e d va lid a t ion

9
Revisiting previous research sparked inspiration to overcome the battle
between visual harmony and a moving form. I felt the current concept had
potential, however lacked refinement. I needed to gain user feedback to
validate the concept before developing it any further. I needed to engage
chemotherapy patients for feedback which presented research, design,
and hospital challenges. This involved navigating academic and healthcare
systems as I needed internal ADHB support for ethical approval by AUTEC.
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Planning
Sta f f Con s u l ta t ion

To gain concept feedback and achieve a level of emotional resonance with
164
the patients, I needed to personally engage chemotherapy patients.
To do this I needed approval from ADHB staff to gain access to these
patients. I generated three methods for user engagement which I thought
would help me gain the validation and feedback I needed. This included a
feedback stand, product probe, information leaflets, and patient interviews.
The consultation discussed how I should practice research in the working
environment and approved the methods of patient engagement. This
meant I did not rely on one single method of patient feedback. The
consultation helped work out conditions which considered the working
environment and ethical scope of both ADHB and AUT.

164 Martin L Hoffman, “Interaction
of Affect and Cognition in Empathy,”
Emotions, cognition, and behavior (1984).
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Su mmar y
T h e Ex p o s e d Ex p e r i e n c e

165 F Ioannidou and V Konstantikaki,
“Empathy and Emotional Intelligence:
What Is It Really About?,” International
Journal of Caring Sciences 1, no. 3 (2008).
166 Hoffman, “Interaction of Affect and
Cognition in Empathy.”

Initially I thought research findings would give emotional empathy,
validation and feedback on the concept, however, I received much for
than this. I spent several weeks within the oncology space with my ideas
and concepts which made for a very exposed and vulnerable experience.
During my time there I had positive and negative highlights, even having
a designer offer his connections and knowledge to help develop the
concept. However, I also had my work and professional practice criticized,
even I was criticized on a personal level. Despite the level of exposure and
vulnerability, I felt that it was inevitable and necessary to gain feedback and
validation to progress the design. Revealing my cards to uncover truths
turned those criticisms into constructive insights.
The most important outcome of this experience was the meaningful and
165
As this created a turning point
personal connection I made with patients.
within the project, where I began to truly empathize with the patients which
could only be achieved through direct interaction, connecting and bonding
166
with the user.
This heightened my emotional sensitivity of the patient’s
emotional experience and made me feel a sense of duty to provide these
people with something better.
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Participatory Design
During the patient interviews, some patients even suggested some ideas.
I found it helpful to sketch ideas to help elaborate on the patients’ ideas
which resulted ‘back and forth’ corrections over these drawings. Patients
often started with functional ideas and expressing different ideas they
had for the chair, however, I tried to steer the interview into the topic of
aesthetics. I did this by asking how a design would provide care, privacy,
and support. The results of this was not as constructive as I had hoped,
however, it did produce very engaging interview for both myself and the
patient.

Sensing Mood - Languages
167 Bruno, Surface: Matters of
Aesthetics, Materiality, and Media.

During quieter times in the oncology reception, I was able to observe the
patients in the waiting area which revealed their mood through their body
167
language, tone of voice, and expressions.
This helped gain a sense of
the ‘mood’ of the space and brought a much more powerful realization
that these patients, are people. They are fathers, mothers, sons, daughters,
brothers, sisters, and grandparents. Their emotions and moods transcend
through the space, connections and bonds which goes beyond the hospital
experience.

151

T he Res u l t s
G e n e ra t i n g P e r s o n a s

168 Marie G Rudden, “The ‘Secret
Cocoon’: Fantasies About the Private
Self in the Absence of Consensual
Reality,” The International Journal of
Psychoanalysis 92, no. 2 (2011).

From the interviews conducted, I was able to generate personas based
on the patients and people I interviewed. These helped to explain their
points of view and feedback on the concept. The results highlighted some
insight to improve the emotional and aesthetic experience. Most patients
understood there were functional problems and queried how I had solved
them. This made it difficult to validate the concept as some patients would
dismiss the design if it ‘didn’t work’.
I noticed a clear separation between those who could communicate
emotional or aesthetic needs, with no middle ground. Perhaps this is
because aesthetics is a lucid concept which can be difficult to grasp,
whereas functional matters are tangible and easy to understand in
comparison. The feedback gained mostly consisted of suggestions for
accessories, functional or environmental feedback. This made it difficult to
make any further design decisions based on this feedback as I was left to sift
through the date for aesthetic of emotional feedback. Within the aesthetic
feedback, the concept was well received. Patients thought it felt cocooning
168
and gave a sense of safety.
They liked the flexibility between privacy and
sociability. Also leading to explain that ‘anything is better than (what they
have) now’.

153

10

155

D evelopmen t P l a n
M a c r o Vs M i c r o Ex p e r i e n c e s

Entering a stage of development, I needed to prototype the design with
more definition. To do this, I needed to develop reclining mechanisms,
social/privacy experience, and basic usability to create the aesthetic
experience.

Movement Mechanism
A new mechanism had to be developed to allow for the form, interaction,
and movement of the concept designed. This is because any existing
parts that could have been used were either unavailable locally, or would
compromise the design. This prompted a cycle of development in functional
design which would affect the emotional experience.

Social / Private Experience
To provide control and flexibility, the mechanics of the social/privacy wings
needed development. This enabled the patients the choice to be sociable
and private during different positions of recline or decline.

Aesthetic Experience
Developing the aesthetic experience required a series of sketching, and
prototyping to help bring to life a form in full size. This was then critically
analyzed against the notion of ‘communicating care’, providing physical,
emotional and sensory support. From here the concept could be refined.
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Movemen t a nd Me ch a ni s m s
D evelopmen t

Previous models had taken on a mechanism which pivoted off a fixed point.
However, a key insight had been brought to light during patient feedback.

This particular patient reminded me of the extreme side effects of
chemotherapy, and how they are remedied. Explaining that patients can
generally get nauseous from treatment, and the movement of declining on
the existing chairs increase the nausea.
This helped to develop a frame/mechanism which moved the distance
of the user’s head closer to the fulcrum point to minimize the distance of
recline or decline in hopes to reduce nausea. This shift also meant that
functional improvements could be made by distributing the load of the
user over several pivot points throughout the chair and allowed the frame
to bare the weight of the user instead of the linear actuator. This allowed
for a smaller, lower cost linear actuator to be used whilst allowing the same
adjustability as the existing chairs.
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Su r f ac e D evelopmen t
En a b l i n g P r i v a t e a n d S o c i a b l e B e h a v i o u r s

This phase focused on developing a surface which provided sensory,
physical, and emotional support. Analysis of previous models revealed that
a perimeter of surface surrounding the users body would provide a sense
of support, however, previous model dimensions were over exaggerated
which created unnecessary large surfaces which exaggerated the privacy in
the concept. Variations of the side panels were tested to strike a balance
between privacy and sociability. During testing, I kept in mind that staff
need to maintain visuals of the patients face at all times for safety reasons.
This helped progress the design towards a more refined shape which better
suited the needs of the user. This provided the patient with control over
enabling privacy, and enabling sociable behaviors.

161

Reflection: Whilst sitting on the this mock up, the movement and interaction of the model
functioned as desired. It gave me a sense of envelopment during declined positions, and
also opened in the reclined positions. While the sensory experience enabled both the ideas
of sociability and privacy, I felt that the dimensions of the form was over exaggerated. So
instead of privacy, and a sense of personal space, I felt claustrophobic and trapped. Instead
of open-ness and sociability, I felt exposed and vulnerable. This surface perimeter was put in
place to help a patient feel supported, instead the large dimensions overstimulate the sensory
experience. This affected the emotional experience in a negative way.
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P rotot y p e
D evelopmen t

A mockup of the concept was made using more realistic materials which
could bear the weight of a user. This allowed me to loosely create a pattern
and upholster the mock up and brought the form to life in full scale. This
allowed me to analyze the rights and wrongs with the form, function, and
experience.

Form
This current model was constructed with a focus on the ‘surface of support’,
however negated other surfaces on the chair. This meant the surfaces
where the user would touch and feel were more developed than the other
areas of the chair which made the chair look disproportionate.

Function
The majority of the engineering took place on CAD which made it difficult
to experience the functional outcome when it was made. This meant certain
dimensions and movements were incorrect including an uncomfortable
neutral position and a limited range of decline. However due to the
engineering, users could effortlessly recline or decline without assistance.

Experience/Interaction
Interactions between user and product was let down by basic ergonomic
issues. The three main problems included, the seating height, neutral
seating position, and arm rest height, which made moving, sitting, and lying
down uncomfortable.
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169 Frearson, “Simplicity Is the Key to
Excellence” Says Dieter Rams.”

Analysis and reflection revealed there were areas of the chair which needed
refinement to provide a surface of support and enable social and private
behaviors. These areas included, the physical dimensions and functional
design. These areas would in turn affect the interactions between product
and user and I needed to ensure these interactions did not impact the
experience negatively.

Form
The current model’s form had areas of disharmony as the frame lacked
refinement. This created protrusions which disrupted the flow of surfaces.
The form, flow of visual lines, and silhouette need to be refined to create a
169
visually pleasing object.

Function
To remedy the issues within form and usability, dimensions within the
framework of the seat needed further refinement. This would allow for
better ergonomics and a smoother declining motion.

Aesthetic Experience
Up until this point, I had carried out the fabrication and general making.
However, I felt I needed expert help to produce an upholstered prototype
as this is not my area of expertise. I needed to refine the thickness, level of
comfort, and visual experience.
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Con s u l ta t ion a n d R ef i n men t
D etai l D es ig n for Ma n u fac t ure

Before building the final prototype, I gained expert advice on the
manufacturing needs of upholstery. Finding an upholsterer, however, who
would take on a one off, university, research driven, project was not as easy
as I had anticipated. Two months was spent trying to find a company, or
person who could and would help with this prototype. With most turning
me down without hearing about the project. Until meeting the gentlemen
at Bruce Withers upholstery. They had listened to me and the project. It
seemed that the individuals I spoke to had cancer specific knowledge which
would come into play when giving advice on materials and processes to
provide the ‘right’ kind of comfort for the patients. And so they took me and
the project on.
Speaking with the upholsterers helped make changes to the chair’s frame
work to help achieve the concave shapes of the chair. By working with
these experts, I was able to discuss the different methods or approaches
to create the final form and frame. Their knowledge on textile properties,
manufacturing processes, foaming and comfort helped inform the next
generation of frame design, foam and textile pattern design. Areas of
the current prototype which needed attention to meet manufacturing
requirements included aesthetic refinements, functional fabrications, motors
and mounts, accessories, and working drawings to communicate the ideal
end result for the upholsterers to use.

Manufacturing Requirements
The main concern of the upholsterers would be the lack of wood as
traditional upholstery uses wood to tac foam and fabric onto. Existing
recliners on the market have a machine-bent, tubular design with foam
formed around the frames (much like the Dnske Mobler - Stressless recliner),
however, this manufacturing method is out of the scope of this research.
With the advice and notes drawn on the older prototype, I was able to
remodel the seat frame with the proposed changes to allow for the complex
concaving shape I wanted to achieve. This was helpful as I was able to show
the upholsterers this model for approval and or any other minor changes
needed before proceeding to making the final frame.
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D etai l D es ig n
A e s t h e t i c R e f i n m e n t t o Fu n c t i o n a l Fa b r i c a t i o n

Aesthetic Refinement
Analysis of the previous prototype revealed the shape and silhouette still
required refinement. The dimensions needed to strike a balance between
enabling sociable and private behaviors. To do this a series of sketch, model
making, CAD work, and full scale prototyping were used to give form to the
chair. Whilst refining the chair’s aesthetic, I needed to ensure the form was
visually balanced, surfaces and lines met despite which position of recline or
170
decline.

170 Ibid.

Functional Fabrication
In the ideal situation, I would design the frame using a machine bent tubular
design with the help of engineering experts. This would help determine
the right materials to use to provide maximum structural integrity to the
frame design. This would provide a much leaner manufacturing process
and provide strength where it is needed instead of over engineering. This
however, is out of the scope of this masters year. Instead I have designed
the frame out of flat and angle steel bar, which I was capable of cutting,
bending and welding to a degree of accuracy (1-2mm/1-3degree tolerance)
which was acceptable for a prototype. These were skills I had also learned
from previous prototypes and had grown certain efficiencies around the
processes.
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Motors, Mounts & Motion
In order to refine the declining experience, I researched various different
motors, mounts, and sliding rails. I found that the quality of these parts were
either poor and did not meet the functional load requirements of this chair,
or overly strong exceeding the necessary load strength. I opted for better
quality parts as they gave the smoothest reclining experience. This included
Hiwin linear actuators which are known for being compact and reliable.
Hiwin actuators are already being used in health care around the world.
According to the staff at linear motion, the rails are rated to hold 800kg per
rail despite their compact design.
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Private/Social Wings
The advice of the upholsterers lead to the use of sturdier materials and
processes. This included the use of metal hinges, thicker plywood, and
high-tac bonding solutions which provided controlled motions between
the various positions. Initially this was to make a longer lasting prototype
however, it also helped to convey the concept of enabling the social and
private behaviors better.
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Power to the Acc.

Embossed Instructions

As the motors require power, I was able to draft a basic wiring diagram
which was approved by the staff of Linear motion. There is even an option
of adding a battery pack for the chair to run off without mains power,
however, this is out of the scope of for the prototype. Using my own wiring
diagram and parts instead of off the power supplies allowed me to bring an
accessory to the chair. I was able able to wire in a USB port as this was one
of the key ‘wants’ of the patient identified during earlier research. Bringing
this accessory gives patients, the option to bring their personal technologies
to help bring positive distraction through technological means.

An initial insight into the basic use of the existing treatment chairs revealed
that the control panels were unclear and difficult to use. Touching on this
problem, I generated very simple symbols which were not overlaid with
confusing graphic illustrations. These symbols were embossed into the vinyl
on the inside of the armrest, conveniently located right by the armrest.
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Structural Refinement

Working Drawings

Certain areas of the chair frame required more strength to accommodate
the variety of patient weights. The legs were the main issue to holding an
excess of 80KG. There needed to be some form of bracing to structurally
re-enforce the legs. A variety of methods including cross bracing, dowelling,
and sleeving were used to test the most effective method of bracing. In the
end, sleeving the wooden legs provided the most strength. This area of
refinement relied on trial and error, as even asking engineer-minded peers
for advice would leave them unsure. I tested each bracing method and
evaluated them based on the flex and movement when put under load.

The final phase of refinement was creating working drawings for the
upholsterers to work from. These drawings were drafted to show stitching
styles, possible shapes for patterns, and other details. The upholsterers
explained that the more information on what I wanted the upholstering to
look like, the easier it would be for them to manufacture it. Because of this,
I proceeded to lift specific dimensions and angles from the CAD model to
provide specific information which was helpful to the upholsterers during
pattern making, a process which typically relies on trial and error.
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Di scu ssion
New K now le dg e

The nature of this research design project was explorative and highly
iterative. The initial outlook on the project sought to improve the emotional
empathy of product aesthetics in oncology to improve the emotional
experiences of chemotherapy patients during treatment. Initially the project
scope appeared to be well defined with focus on aesthetics and emotions
but as the project progressed the scope of the research grew and so did
I. My design processes within this master’s research was exposed and
left me vulnerable, but was necessary for me to resonate with the patient
171
Regardless of the
experience and to bring quality care to the patients.
level of exposure and vulnerability I had to experience, it was clear that
interacting and connecting with patients helped to deliver empathetic
172
design outcomes true to the needs of the user. Only now can I relate to
the etymology of ‘passion’ which in old Latin is defined as ‘to suffer, or to
endure’. I am more passionate about design as a form of delivering care to
people than I ever have been before.

New Knowledge
With the completion of this research-design project, a conclusion to the
research question can be made. The initial supposition which relied on
methods without patient engagement theorised that aesthetic design could
improve the emotional resonance of the chair’s aesthetic and therefore their
emotional experience. By using the human centred approach and engaging
the patients, I began to develop a deep level of empathy for the users and
a greater understanding of their needs.
This final outcome is symbolic of the care and support needed to improve
the emotional experiences of chemotherapy patients within Oncology Day
stay. ‘Feel’ chair was the emotional empathetic design response to this
notion. The process of chemotherapy is considered a possible curative
measure, however the effects of this treatment and the overall cancer
experience forces an abject lifestyle and emotional complications onto
each patient and their loved ones. The current chair design may add to the
emotional stresses of the cancer experience without providing the care they
need. Creating a product which provided support and communicated care
during treatment makes it easier for patients to cope with the emotions and
side effects of chemotherapy.

171 Ioannidou and Konstantikaki,
“Empathy and Emotional Intelligence:
What Is It Really About?.”
172 Fisher Jr and Stenner, “Integrating
Qualitative and Quantitative Research
Approaches Via the Phenomenological
Method.”
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The Process
173 Bate and Robert, Bringing User
Experience to Healthcare Improvement:
The Concepts, Methods and Practices of
Experience-Based Design.

Through contextual and design research, the treatment chair was identified
as a key touch point within the chemotherapy experience. Research on
existing chairs revealed systemic, infrastructural and organisational issues
surrounding the management of oncology equipment which ultimately lead
173
to performance, aesthetic experience, and engineering problems.
As
the research progressed it became clear that the chair’s current state of
aesthetic was not communicating care at a level patients needed for a
good emotional experience. This meant that there needed to be a strong
consideration for aesthetics, its meaning, and affect. This being said, the
design efforts also needed to focus on the product’s performance and
engineering to create a good design within a healthcare environment. By
using HCD and ‘care’ as the theoretical foundation of the research I was
able to identify the true needs of the patient, their ideal experience and
then design for that. Research revealed that patients needed; flexibility,
welcoming, compassion, empowerment, family centeredness, culturally
supportive, and nourishment. These ideas were applied to the design
process, used in combination with product aesthetics, engineering, and
performance to communicate the feeling of care and support. This revealed
alternative functions and aesthetic to address the emotional needs of the
chemotherapy experience.
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Recommendations for study
This research has shown the difficulties in creating meaningful, humancentric experiences within healthcare systems. Incremental or lack of
innovation within the healthcare organisation, procedural and systemic
structure of the ward resulted in designs which were incompatible with the
emotional and functional needs of the experience. Navigating the ethical
requirements as they were readjusted meant using design and research
tools to work concurrently with the ethical boundaries. Because of this,
the efficiency of the research was inconsistent and was at times ineffective
until the project lead to patient engagement. This is where the project
met a turning point as I was able to connect and bond with the patients
during user engagement methods. This helped give form and function to
a complex design within time frame of the master’s year. As I now have a
more cohesive understanding of the healthcare and academic structure,
I would be more efficient and effective if I were to repeat this project. I
would direct the project towards designing the oncology experience
holistically which would help to create design consistencies between
products in the space.174
Initially there was little internal recognition over the issues identified by
the research. This however changed as the research progressed. The
phenomena of care and progressive recognition of design failures shifted
the staff opinion on design as a profession in healthcare. As the project
progressed staff members helped me and the research navigate the
bureaucratic, administrative, and ethical complexities to help me gain
acces to the patients, resources, and time in the space to help improve the
experience.

174 Lidwell, Holden, and Butler,
Universal Principles of Design, Revised
and Updated: 125 Ways to Enhance
Usability, Influence Perception, Increase
Appeal, Make Better Design Decisions,
and Teach through Design.
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For further development of this design, the below steps should be
considered to refine the product to suit healthcare requirements within the
oncology space.

User Feedback
The chemotherapy chair design needs patient feedback to validate the
concept and aesthetic, or point out potential flaws. This would involve
a series of user testing sessions with chemotherapy patients during
chemotherapy. In these sessions, I would interview, observe and critically
analyse the patients as they experience the design to discuss improvements.
This feedback would segue into the next cycle of design development.

Aesthetic Refinement
The aesthetics and experience need to be further refined to ensure they
suit the emotional needs of patient. This involves critically analysing and
refining the aesthetic to allow it to communicate care, and support.

Market Considerations
The design of this chair was originally tailored specifically towards the needs
of patients in oncology, however, I feel it also has potential in the furniture
market. The product could be engineered differently with one version
to suit hospital requirements, and one to suit home. Determining the
market or markets the chair is catering to will determine the design and the
engineering changes that will need to be made

199

Engineering Considerations
For the healthcare market certain features need to be added to meet needs
of the working healthcare requirements. To meet these requirements, I
need to work with engineers to test and improve the structural integrity
of the frame, integrate a mechanism to accommodate the trundleberg
position, adding castor rollers and locking mechanisms.

Surrounding Experience
As the human centred design framework focuses on designing the
experience, this chair is a small part of that experience. The chair was the
main touch point for chemotherapy patients, however there were many
other products or surrounding designs which affected the end experience.
These artefacts included the IV pole, storage units, guest chairs,
environments, privacy partitions, table unit etc.
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T he s n ow ba l l ef fe c t .

These visits revealed many wider problems within the space and it became
clear it was outdated and needed redesigning for increased patient intake.
Staff acknowledge these problems and have grown efficiencies around
poorly designed products, using makeshift changes to meet health and
175
safety regulations.
The most shocking point made was they “outgrew the space at least 10
years ago” so rooms are technically over capacity by two or three people.
The products surrounding each patient’s treatment include a; chair, guest
chair, IV pole and pumps, side table and staff chair. These products
are necessary to the delivery of chemotherapy however, they create an
overcrowded room which patients, staff and guests have to weave their way
through.

175 Bryan Boyer, “Creating New
Opportunities and Exposing Hidden Risks
in the Healthcare Ecosystem.”
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T h e G ra n d To u r
T h e O v er v iew

With the charge nurse’s help I gained an understanding of the
chemotherapy treatment from a clinical perspective. This included a ‘grandtour’ of the; reception, bloods and doctor’s, chemotherapy, radiotherapy,
haematology, and acute treatment rooms. She shared knowledge of the
patient journey, managerial and clinical systems whilst explaining the
compromises and decisions made to manage the any problems.

Treatment types and rooms
This oncology centre provides haematology, chemotherapy, and
radiotherapy and approximately “25% of patients have combined
treatment”. It was clear that the renovations in the radiotherapy ward
were up to standard as it had no physical or clinical issues. The staff had
contradicting views on the renovations however there is no doubt that it
improved the patient experience.
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Acute Chemotherapy
I then visited acute chemotherapy, a space reserved for patients who are
very unwell on their treatment day. This revealed the intense emotional
charge of chemotherapy. To find acute chemotherapy involved several
meandering hallways with little signage to direct patients through the
underground tunnels. When I walked into the space I could sense an
immediate shift in mood. The hospital beds, medical equipment, flickering
fluorescent lights and pale faces projected emotional exhaustion through
176
the airspace.
The combination of physical, audible and emotional
stimulation of the space felt overwhelmingly dissonant of the needs of the
patient.

Details of day stay
176 Bruno, Surface: Matters of
Aesthetics, Materiality, and Media.

177 CL Ostrow, “Use of the
Trendelenburg Position by Critical Care
Nurses: Trendelenburg Survey,” American
Journal of Critical Care 6, no. 3 (1997).

Here I discovered a different treatment chair which was recommended
by the hospital but was surprisingly inappropriate for the job. It didn’t
meet the health and safety regulations and emergency protocols within
chemotherapy treatment and didn’t achieve basic ergonomics. Staff
mentioned that these were the most uncomfortable of the three chairs
despite the product theoretically being equally capable of providing
measurable healthcare outcomes as purpose built chairs.
The Trendelenburg position is essential to treating allergic reactions to
chemotherapy medication or low blood pressure. This position, however,
has been a topic of controversy as some experts say the use of this position
177
is ineffective for anaphylactic shock.
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P ro d uc t A n a ly s i s
A n a l y s i s Gu ideli n es

I grounded my methods to the three factors which contribute to good
design in healthcare; performance, engineering and aesthetics of
experience. To answer my research question I focused specifically on the
relationship between aesthetics and emotion but it was inevitable that
I would eventually need to explore functional and engineering design
problems.
This revealed a clear, methodical process of conducting analysis making it
easier to compare and contrast products. Looking through different lenses
of analysis helped to show different pictures.
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Blo g R es earch
T h e C u r r e n t Ch a i r s

I narrowed the focus of analysis to the current chairs which were purchased
in 2013 by staff as a result of charitable donations from Dry July. These
were supplied by Bionic Medizintechnik GmbH who specialize in
178
development and manufacturing of therapy chairs for use in dialysis.
This new information prompted several different strands of investigative
research.

178 Bionic - JMS, “Company,”
accessed 2017. http://www.bionic-jms.
com/company/.

Figure 1. Dry July NZ. 2013
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Blog Research
Dry July’s blog posts included different stories from patients throughout
their cancer treatment which provided insight into their emotional
experiences.

“It was full of incredible lows and physical challenges but the insight into
humanity was priceless.”
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P ro d uc t A n a ly s i s
Ex i s t i n g Ch a i r D e s i g n s

I viewed these products through both, functional, aesthetic and emotional
lenses helping identify problems within the existing chairs so they could be
changed. While I sourced existing feedback, I felt that it would be more
useful to create an engaging questionnaire which asked in-depth questions.
“...it’s the small things like a good book to read while having treatment,
relaxing music, comfortable chairs and an uplifting environment that cn help
make an anxious and stressuful time a bit brighter.”
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Analysis - Comfortline Therapy Chair
In comparison to the comfort-line this chair is the cheaper, less desired
option due to limited functionality and options for positioning patients. It
shared common problems to the Comfort-line and did not serve the needs
of the patient who had less choice and control over their body position.151
This chair set the minimum standard for chemotherapy chairs, in terms of its
function.
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Analysis - Slimline Treatment Chair
179 Wang et al., “Cancer Treatment
Environments: From Pre-Design Research
to Post-Occupancy Evaluation.”

In comparison to the comfort-line this chair is the cheaper, less desired
option due to limited functionality and options for positioning patients. It
shared common problems to the Comfort-line and did not serve the needs
179
of the patient who had less choice and control over their body position.
This chair set the minimum standard for chemotherapy chairs, in terms of its
function.
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Analysis - T600
STH recognized the T600 Medical Treatment Chair as the most capable
chair which are currently in use in other oncology centers they designed. As
I do not have access to this chair, I had use detailed drawings and brochures
to analyze and draw comparisons to the Comfort-line and Slim-line.
Analysis uncovered that functionality, usability and ergonomics of this the
t600 was better than the other two. Accessible armrest controls, or fold-out
tables and wider arm rest, seemed to provide a more pragmatic approach
to providing the physical needs of the patient. Although the overall
aesthetic still feels like an engineered product, the chairs also attempted to
hide away mechanisms to improve the visual experience.
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Ca s e S t u d i e s
H o w t o C u ra t e A e s t h e t i c Ex p e r i e n c e s .

I wanted to learn how to effectively project insights from the research for
design methods into design. I conducted two case studies which involved
designers curating specific emotional experiences through aesthetic.
Analysis of how designers used their craft to convey a specific experience
revealed that in order to create objects that curated emotional experiences,
I must first understand the experience I was trying to create. This would help
articulate a design cues to emanate the feelings, emotions and memories
which surround the experience.
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Figure 2. Design Boom: Mazda Mx-5 Le Vanto Garage Italia Convertible. 2016

Figure 3. Dezeen: Hella Jongerious Homelike Cabin Interiors. 2015

Garage Italia MX-5

Hella Jongerious

This special edition car was the outcome of a collaboration between Mazda
and Garage Italia. This created car which used visual, tactility and materiality
to reflect the specific experience of ‘the long summer sunset’. Garage
Italia used colours, blending techniques, and different materials throughout
the vehicle to allow certain memories, past experiences, familiar visuals to
emanate from the cars visual aesthetic. They used “bright orange tones
that fade into indigo to replicate long summer sunsets” which not only
remind me of the sunset, but also what a long summer sunset means to
me. To me a long summer sunset means a cool breeze as it settles over the
hot sandy beach, onward looking over the water with friends and family. A
very specific collection of memories, a sense of fondness and familiarity
generated from well selected colour palette and materials.

Hella Jongerious is an award winning designer in a constant pursuit for the
perfect colour palette. Looking at her impressive portfolio, she has touched
in many areas of design included, fashion, textiles, product, furniture,
and interiors. Her work with colour texture and fabric helps to create an
aesthetic which curates the emotional experience. An example of this is the
KLM Boeing 787 project. Jongarious set out to redesign the interiors of the
Boeing 787 aircrafts interior spaces to feel more personal and “homelike”.
Through user research, she found “Air travellers often feel like insignificant
cogs in a well-oiled machine, where every seat is identical except for the
number”. She focused on improving the passenger experience by creating
a sense of aesthetic unity, familiarity of home, and the materiality appeal.
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M a i n ta n a n c e M a t ter s
A n t i mic robr ia l Con u ndr u m

I visited oncology staff to investigate healthcare approved textiles, however,
staff were only able to provide information on cleaning and maintenance
of the chair. They explained that they prefer vinyl textiles as chairs need to
be thoroughly and quickly cleaned between patients, often several times a
day. Further investigation revealed that staff use Clinell’s ‘universal wipes’
to clean these chair and that the vinyl generally begins to crack after 3 years
of use. Cross checking this information with brochures from Bionic revealed
that this was not the recommended cleaning procedure, which could be
why the vinyl is cracking sooner than expected.
Other maintenance problems surfaced while speaking with staff. The main
maintenance problem related to replacing or fixing broken parts as parts
for these chairs cannot be sourced locally. Bionic is a German company
that use different series fittings and parts which meant parts needed to be
shipped from Germany. This not only took time but also cost more than
sourcing parts locally.
Further investigation to healthcare grade materials lead me to Textlia,
a company provides a range of textiles already used within medical
environments in New Zealand today. The visit to Textilia helped identify
specific materials, maintenance procedures, and the available colors.
Speaking with the textiles experts confirmed that Clinell ‘universal wipes’
were not the ideal cleaning method for vinyl as they were potentially made
to bring harshness to combat tougher environments.
Hospitals in New Zealand are limited to anti-microbial fabrics to meet health
and safety standards. This however provides a very limited color palette
and the textiles feel very hard. Alternate options included Marino wool,
however, the practicality would rule this option out. This meant I needed to
use stiff fabrics to mimic the anti-microbial textiles to replicate the material
properties of vinyl.
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AUTEC Secretariat
Auckland University of Technology
D-88, WU406 Level 4 WU Building City Campus
T: +64 9 921 9999 ext. 8316
E: ethics@aut.ac.nz
www.aut.ac.nz/researchethics

3 October 2016
Stephen Reay
Faculty of Design and Creative Technologies
Dear Stephen
Re: Ethics Application:

16/150 Infusion Chair - Emotional resonance of aesthetic experience.

Thank you for your request for approval of amendments to your ethics application.
I have approved minor amendment to your ethics application allowing changes to the data collection protocols (short
interviews with patients and feedback display board).
I remind you that as part of the ethics approval process, you are required to submit the following to the Auckland
University of Technology Ethics Committee (AUTEC):
•

A brief annual progress report using form EA2, which is available online through
http://www.aut.ac.nz/researchethics. When necessary this form may also be used to request an extension of
the approval at least one month prior to its expiry on 16 May 2019;

•

A brief report on the status of the project using form EA3, which is available online through
http://www.aut.ac.nz/researchethics. This report is to be submitted either when the approval expires on 16
May 2019 or on completion of the project.

It is a condition of approval that AUTEC is notified of any adverse events or if the research does not commence.
AUTEC approval needs to be sought for any alteration to the research, including any alteration of or addition to any
documents that are provided to participants. You are responsible for ensuring that research undertaken under this
approval occurs within the parameters outlined in the approved application.
AUTEC grants ethical approval only. If you require management approval from an institution or organisation for your
research, then you will need to obtain this.
To enable us to provide you with efficient service, please use the application number and study title in all
correspondence with us. If you have any enquiries about this application, or anything else, please do contact us at
ethics@aut.ac.nz.
All the very best with your research,

Kate O’Connor
Executive Secretary
Auckland University of Technology Ethics Committee
Cc:

Antonio Wan, antonio.g.w@gmail.com; Amanda Smith; Reid Douglas
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PATIENT QUESTIONNAIRE
SLIM LINE CHAIR

Tell me what you really think!

QUESTIONNAIRE

You have been invited to share your experiences of the
chemotherapy treatement chair. Your experience using
the chair will help me better understand the needs, wants,
and problems surrounding the use of the existing chairs
as well as what currently works well. I’ve included a short
questionnaire and an illustration of the chair you are using so
that you can really point out anything you like or dislike, and
any opportunities to improve the chair or its surroundings.

If you wish to participate in this research, please complete
the survey, and leave it in the supplied box to be collected.
By completing this anonymous questionnaire you concent
to participating in this research.

With your help...
a coherent, patient-centred chair can be designed. You
will also have the chance to contribute towards a potential
improvement of to the healthcare experience for patients
or staff. Your thoughts on your experiences will remain
completely anonymous and will only enquire about your
experiences relating to the treatment chair.

Hello,

I’m Antonio, a
student from AUT university,
working from the Design for
Health and Wellbeing lab, and
this year I am re-designing
the therapy chair. To do this,
I need to understand your
chemotherapy treatment
experiences to improve the
treatment experience.

Antonio Wan
AUT Master of Art & Design
Student
antonio.g.w@gmail.com
021 297 3063

Point out what you like or dont like!

If words cant explain or show what you mean, feel free to
draw and make notes on your thoughts of the chair!

1. What do you do during your treatment? is there anything you
would like to do that you can’t now?
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
2. Are there any specific problems or issues to do with the
current chair’s function?
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
3. If you could change, add or take away something from the
current design, what is it and why?
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
What works well about the current chair and what doesn’t?
4. _______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
How might a well designed chair and or environment improve
5. your treatment experience?
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
What does the current aesthetic (look/style) of the chair make
6. you feel? Is it appropriate for the treatment experience? If not
what do you think would be more appropriate?
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
Thanks for your time!

